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License Agreement

The use of Adagio SalesAnalysis from Softrak is governed by the following agreement. You
demonstrate your acceptance of the terms of this agreement by using Adagio SalesAnalysis and
its associated materials. You may terminate this agreement at any time by returning the original
CD and manual to Softrak Systems Inc. with a letter stating that all copies of the software have
been destroyed. The letter must be signed by an officer of the company.

This license is not transferable.

Usage Rights

For the fee you have paid, Softrak Systems Inc. hereby grants to you and you accept a license to
use this application and the related materials on one computer system only.

You may not copy any of the materials received with Adagio Receivables, in whole or in part,
except for archival and backup purposes.

Registration and Support

To receive technical support and notices of upgrades and announcements, your copies of Adagio
SalesAnalysis must be registered.

To register, install Adagio SalesAnalysis as you would any other Windows application. When
you start up any Adagio application for the first time, you will be presented with a screen that
gives you the option to register. Enter your company information and print the registration form
to be mailed or faxed to Softrak Systems Inc.

This software requires registration within 60 days of first use. It will cease to operate after 60
days have elapsed without a registration code.

Liability

You agree that regardless of the form of any claim, the liability of Softrak Systems Inc. for any
damages to you or to any other party shall not exceed the license fee paid for the materials
included in Adagio SalesAnalysis. Nothing in this agreement shall be construed as a product
warranty and all such warranties are explicitly and expressly denied.
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Features

The Softrak Sales Analysis module maintains the details of your sales transactions
rather than just summarizing the sales data as it’s retrieved. This gives you the
flexibility to look at your sales data the way you want to rather than only the way
someone may have set it up for you.

Online Inquiry
Adagio SalesAnalysis includes a robust, customizable Online Inquiry feature which
allows you to create, save, and call up templates of selected data, with your own sort
preferences, different report styles (such as bar or pie charts), and more.

Reports
Using Crystal Reports for Adagio (available separately), you can create custom
reports to use with Adagio SalesAnalysis. When the reports are saved in the
appropriate directory, they are added to the Custom Reports fly-out menu on the
Reports menu.

A collection of Standard Reports on the Reports menu includes commonly-used
reports such as the top customers or top salespersons.

You can also print reports straight from the inquiry functions.
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Database Editing
Has anybody ever entered the wrong salesperson’s code on an invoice? Do you get
the cost figures for an invoice days after the product is shipped?

Simply use the Edit Sales Data option on the Maintenance menu to correct any
problems. No need to issue a credit note and re-issue a corrected invoice.

If you change any amounts stored in the Adagio SalesAnalysis database, be sure to
make any correcting journal entries for the General Ledger, should they be required.
The database maintained by SalesAnalysis is purely statistical in nature.
SalesAnalysis generates no accounting entries.

Analyze Taxes and Shipping
All your sales data is maintained for you, including taxes and miscellaneous charges.
You can report on these charges just like they were items sold.

Adagio SalesAnalysis also gives you the option to ignore taxes and/or miscellaneous
charges. To do so, enter the Company Profile and turn off the Retrieve Tax Lines
and Retrieve Misc. Charges checkboxes.

Integration
Adagio SalesAnalysis integrates with Adagio OrderEntry, Adagio Invoices, and
CounterSales.

In order to run Sales Analysis, you must have Adagio Receivables installed, as well
as one of the following:

• both Adagio OrderEntry and Adagio Invoices;

• Adagio OrderEntry;

• Adagio Invoices; or
• CounterSales

Please refer to our website
http://www.softrak.com/products/compatibility/compatibility.php for more
detailed information regarding products and versions that are compatible with
Adagio SalesAnalysis and the version you are running.

Adagio OrderEntry
When an Adagio SalesAnalysis database is created, existing invoices and credit notes
in OrderEntry can be initially be scanned and subsequently retrieved into
SalesAnalysis.

Features
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Adagio Invoices
To capture sales data from Adagio Invoices, the Capture Softrak Sales Analysis
option must be set to Yes in Adagio Invoices’ Company Profile. Existing invoices
and credit notes from Adagio Invoices cannot be retrieved when a Sales Analysis
database is created. You can “scan” the Adagio Invoices History file to bring the
SalesAnalysis data up to date. Thereafter, data is retrieved into SalesAnalysis.

Adagio Receivables
Adagio SalesAnalysis retrieves the Customer Name, Customer Phone, and Postal
Code (ZIP) from Adagio Receivables to make your reports more readable.

Crystal Reports
Adagio SalesAnalysis is compatible with Crystal Reports. The standard reports that
come with Adagio SalesAnalysis were created in Crystal Reports for Adagio. In
addition, you can create your own custom Crystal Reports and they can be attached
to Adagio SalesAnalysis for your use within the Reports menu.

When you use the Data Explore function in Crystal Reports, there will be several
choices for Adagio SalesAnalysis. Choose the one with the letters “SR” beside it
(such as SRW90).

Adagio GridView
Adagio SalesAnalysis is compatible with Adagio GridView (available separately).
The GridView dictionaries are installed when you install Adagio SalesAnalysis.
Users can create a Workspace in GridView containing one or more Views and copy
the Workspace (.gvs) and Views (.gv) it uses to \Softrak\SalesAnalysis\Views. This
will add views to the Inquiry menu within SalesAnalysis.

Interfacing Data

Adagio SalesAnalysis integrates with Adagio OrderEntry, Adagio Invoices, and
CounterSales. Initially, data is scanned in from the history files of these modules.
Thereafter, data is retrieved, perhaps on a daily basis, into Adagio SalesAnalysis.

Adagio Invoices users can select the Retrieve Sales Data function at any time after
posting invoices to update their Adagio SalesAnalysis transaction file.

Adagio OrderEntry users must first print and purge the Invoice and Credit Note
Audit List in OrderEntry which creates a file of sales data to be retrieved. Retrieval is
done through the Retrieve Sales Data function in Adagio SalesAnalysis.

Interfacing Data
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Do not delete orders/invoices/credit notes completed over 'x' days
ago in Day End until after you have retrieved data from Order
Entry, or are certain that invoices and credit notes that will be
deleted have already been retrieved. Adagio SalesAnalysis will not
be able to retrieve the ShipTo Code from Order Entry if the invoice
or credit note has been deleted or transferred to history, although it
will be able to retrieve all other information. (The ShipTo Code is
retrieved from the invoice or credit note, but all other fields are
retrieved from the audit lists.)

If the invoice has been transferred to history, however, you can
delete the retrieved invoice, since you will be able to scan
OrderEntry history to get the document again, complete with the
ShipTo Code. (Refer to page 3-27 for more information about when
to scan your data.)

Upgrading from an Earlier Version
For companies upgrading to Adagio SalesAnalysis 9.0 from earlier releases, it is
always recommended that a backup and data integrity check of your existing
SalesAnalysis be completed first.

Check the Release Notes to ensure that all other Adagio modules you are running are
compatible with this version of Adagio SalesAnalysis. For example, if you are also
using Adagio Inventory, it must be version 8.1C or higher. You may refer to our
website http://www.softrak.com/products/compatibility/compatibility.php for
more detailed information regarding products and versions that are compatible with
Adagio SalesAnalysis and the version you are running

The first time you open your existing Adagio Invoices data, you will receive the
following message:

If you are ready to proceed, click on Yes; otherwise, click No.

Interfacing Data
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Once the conversion process has begun, you should not interrupt
(cancel) it. If you do, you will need to restore from a backup and
redo the conversion again.

The following message will appear:

If you do not have a backup of your 'current' data, please select the Backup Now
button.

If you click the Backup Now button, the Adagio Backup window will display.
Clicking the Start button will back up you SalesAnalysis data to the data folder
(directory) displayed on the screen.

If this is the first time you have used the Adagio File Backup feature or if the
specified backup folder does not exist, click Yes to create the folder. For more
information on the Adagio Backup function, please refer to the online Help
documentation within a module or your Adagio Fundamentals manual.

When conversion is complete, the following message will display:

If you use Adagio OrderEntry and/or Invoices and are planning on using the Use
desc. in SRTRANS option within the Company Profile (see page 2-19 for more
information), it is recommended you turn the option on now and run the Update
desc. from OrderEntry or Invoices utility(s) to make the database current. However,
the utilities may be run at any time you think it necessary. (Please refer to Chapter 7
for more information on using these and other utilities.)

Interfacing Data
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Database Creation

When you first run Adagio SalesAnalysis, your data files will be created for you. At
that time, if either or both of Adagio OrderEntry and Adagio Invoices are installed,
you should select the modules with which Adagio SalesAnalysis is to interface. You
may select either or both. You can also create Adagio SalesAnalysis data with IMS
CounterSales, a third-party developer application. Selecting what applications
SalesAnalysis is to interface with is set within the Company Profile (see page 2-17).

If a supported third-party database is detected when an Adagio
SalesAnalysis data is created, that data can be brought into your
Adagio data using the Scan Sales Data from Other Systems
function (see page 3-27).

Existing invoices and credit notes can later be retrieved from Adagio OrderEntry,
Adagio Invoices and from CounterSales on an ongoing basis.

Whichever module you will be using for your invoicing, the first step in using
Adagio SalesAnalysis is to interface your data; then, you must scan the data from the
module(s) you use and retrieve their data.

Data is not scanned from IMS CounterSales.

Getting Started Page 2-7
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Preparing to Create Data
The steps for creating new SalesAnalysis data will vary, depending on the modules
from which you are interfacing data.

If you’re planning to scan data in from Adagio OrderEntry, Adagio Invoices or a
supported third-party database, you will need to take some steps before creating the
Adagio SalesAnalysis data set. The following sections discuss the required steps you
should take in preparation, and then a general discussion of creating the
SalesAnalysis data will follow.

Adagio OrderEntry and/or Invoices
After an Adagio SalesAnalysis database is created, existing invoices and credit notes
in Adagio OrderEntry and Adagio Invoices can be scanned in using the Scan Sales
Data from Other Systems function. If you have used OrderEntry and/or Invoices
for some time prior to installing Adagio SalesAnalysis, they will usually contain
completed invoices and credit notes that have not been deleted.

Creating Data
When you are ready to create your data for a new Adagio SalesAnalysis dataset,
follow these steps:

1) Run Adagio SalesAnalysis. In the dialog that appears, enter your User ID and
Password and both the Data path and Extension you wish to use. Then click
Create.

2) In the Data Creation window, select the drive and directory on which your
Adagio Receivables and related data resides.

Database Creation
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Adagio Receivables data must be present.

3) Click OK to proceed. You will be asked:

4) Click Yes. You’ll receive the following message:

Click Yes to proceed.

5) You will be taken to the Edit Company Profile window. You should now edit
your Company Profile. Once you’ve done so, you’re ready to begin working
with your sales data. Refer to page 2-17 for detailed information on the
Company Profile.

Database Creation
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Refer to Chapter 4 for information on retrieving data from your linked modules,
or scanning external data from other modules.

When you are finished revising the Company Profile and click OK, you will
receive the following message:

Your SalesAnalysis database has been created. Click OK.

You can now scan external data from other modules or retrieve data from your
linked modules.

You will normally want to do a complete scan of each module’s
history file using the Scan Sales Data from Other Systems function
before beginning your regular data retrieval on a daily basis. The
data that has to be retrieved is the daily processing data from the
temp file for the specified module. It does not include the data that
would be scanned from the entire history file of that module during
initial setup of SalesAnalysis.

Remember that CounterSales data cannot be scanned. It must be
retrieved into Adagio SalesAnalysis

Database Creation
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Logging into SalesAnalysis

The Open Adagio SalesAnalysis Data dialog box appears each time you start
Adagio SalesAnalysis.

Adagio SalesAnalysis comes preloaded with the user ID of SYS and a password that
is also SYS. Unless this is an upgrade from an earlier version of Adagio Receivables,
you must log in with this user ID and password the first time Receivables is used.
This is the default Adagio system administrator user ID. It cannot be deleted but it
can be changed. Since it provides access to all Adagio SalesAnalysis screens and
functions, you may want to change both the system administrator user ID and
password for security purposes. Please refer to your online Help or Adagio
Fundamentals manual for instructions on changing the user ID and password.

Logging into SalesAnalysis
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NOTE: Adagio SalesAnalysis can remember what datasets have
been accessed by each Adagio SalesAnalysis user.

The first time a user logs into SalesAnalysis the will receive the
following prompt:

Select Yes to have SalesAnalysis retain the original list of
companies all users have accessed and then remember just those
companies/datasets have been accessed by you.

Select No to begin with a blank Previously Opened window and
have only the list of datasets accessed by you since the installation
of SalesAnalysis 8.1B display each time the Previously Opened
window is opened by you.

The following table describes each field on the log in screen:

Field Description

UserID /
Password

Enter your previously assigned User ID and password
for Adagio programs.

Each Adagio SalesAnalysis user should be assigned a
user identification code. Refer to your online Help or
Adagio Fundamentals manual for more information about
setting up users..

Remember user name Turn this option on to have the Adagio user name
remembered and authenticated by the Windows user.
This allows you to default your Adagio user name by
logging into Windows (on the same station).

Logging into SalesAnalysis
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Field Description

Remember user
password

Turn this option on to have the Adagio user password
remembered and authenticated by the Windows user.
This allows you to default your Adagio password by
logging into Windows (on the same station).

Date This is the session date. It defaults to the current system
date. If you need to change the date, use the calendar
button to the right, or type in the desired date.

NOTE: If you want to log in to SalesAnalysis using a
session date within the month and year that initially display
in the Date field, all you need do is type one or two numbers
representing the date you want to use. (Eg. If the date
displayed initially is 12/12/2008 and you now want to log in
using 12/15/2008, all you need do is type 15 in the date field.
The month and year will populate automatically.)

Use of the 1-2 character date feature is available within all
date fields in Adagio SalesAnalysis.

Last access This is the session date used when you last accessed or
ran Adagio SalesAnalysis with the data path that
initially displays in the Data path field.

Logging into SalesAnalysis
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Field Description

Data path Enter the drive and data path for your company's data
by clicking once in this field and typing the information
in, or by clicking the Browse button and selecting the
correct drive and data path from the Data Selection
dialog box that appears.

There is another button to the far right of this field.
Click this 'multiple folder' button to view a list of
Previously Opened data sets. This feature is especially
helpful if you are maintaining multiple data sets (e.g.
Adagio SalesAnalysis data for multiple companies). If
you wish to use one of these previously-opened data
sets, simply click the desired Company Name to select
it, then click Open.

NOTE: Adagio SalesAnalysis can remember what datasets
have been accessed by each Adagio SalesAnalysis user. The
first time each user logs in to SalesAnalysis, they will be
prompted to respond whether or not they want Adagio
SalesAnalysis to also load a default list of companies. (Please
refer to page 2-12 for more detailed information on
responding to the Historical Company Access List prompt.)

Extension Enter the extension used by your company's data here.
For example, to use the sample data, you would enter
SAM here.

When you have entered all fields, click Open.

Logging into SalesAnalysis
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General Functions

There are a number of general functions on the File menu which you will want to
familiarize yourself with, such as setting up users and security groups, using the
Backup option, and the setting certain preferences for the program interface under
the Options function. For information on these general features which appear in all
Adagio applications, please refer to your online Adagio SalesAnalysis help or your
Adagio Fundamentals manual.

Workstation Options

There are a number of general program options available to you in the File |
Workstation Options function. These options affect report preview display and
printers for reports.

To access the program options, select File then Workstation Options from the menu.
The following window appears:

General Functions
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The following table describes each field:

Field Description

Report Preview
Options

Enter the zoom factor you want used as the default
when you preview SalesAnalysis reports on this
workstation.

Additionally, select Full screen to have the Preview
window use your entire screen size. Select Partial
screen to have the Preview window use part of the
screen only.

Report Printer Select either your Default Windows printer for the
printing of reports and online inquiries, or another
Specific Printer.

Settings saved by station
The File | Workstation Options you set will be saved by the Windows user of the
workstation, so that if different users are connected to different printers, each user
can set up their own printer options and other preferences without affecting other
users.

In addition to these settings, many other settings may be saved by Adagio user
within their User Preferences. Please refer to the online Help documentation or your
Adagio Fundamentals manual for more detail regarding this common Adagio feature.

Workstation Options
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Editing the Company Profile

This option allows you to edit your Company Profile information and to set certain
preferences and defaults for your work within Adagio SalesAnalysis. Additionally,
you may define optional text fields the same way as in Adagio OrderEntry or
Invoices to facilitate this information being retrieved from those modules.

Use the Interface section to select which other module's Adagio SalesAnalysis will
interface with.

The basic information for your Company Profile, such as the company name and
address, is initially taken from Adagio Receivables during SalesAnalysis data
creation. After the data has been created, the two Company Profiles are separate and
changes in one module will not be reflected in the other.

Address tab
When you select the Edit Company Profile option from the File menu (or click the
Profile button in the toolbar), the following screen appears:

Editing the Company Profile
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The table below describes the fields and options presented to you in the Company
Profile. Make your changes as needed.

Field Description

Company name Edit or change your company name as needed.

Address Edit or change your address as needed.

Zip/Postal Edit your zip code or postal code here.

Phone Make changes to your telephone number if needed.

Company number This field can be used to enter a company number for
tax or other purposes, if desired.

Contact Enter the name of a contact person within your
company in this field.

Home currency This field is not editable, and is for your information
only. It reflects the home currency selected in the
Adagio Receivables database to which you linked when
creating this SalesAnalysis data.

Number of
decimals

This field is not editable, and is for your information
only. It indicates the number of decimal places that will
be displayed in dollar amount fields.

Interface Click to place a checkmark beside each module's data
you want Adagio SalesAnalysis to interface with.
Whether or not a module is selected will determine if an
option for that particular module is active or greyed out
in both the Maintenance | Retrieve Sales Data and
Maintenance | Scan Sales Data functions.

NOTE: IMS CounterSales data may only be retrieved into
Adagio SalesAnalysis.

Editing the Company Profile
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Options tab
Clicking on the Options tab displays the following window and provides options
with which you can customize how Adagio SalesAnalysis works on the company
database.

Editing the Company Profile
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The following table describes each field of the Company Profile Options tab:

Field Description

Retrieve Tax Lines Turn this checkbox on if you want Adagio
SalesAnalysis to retrieve and maintain tax lines.

NOTE: If you scan in data from your linked modules when
you first start working with SalesAnalysis, you will be given
the option to retrieve tax lines or not. What you select there
will then be used as the default in the Company Profile.

It is recommended that you turn this option on only if
you require reports to show tax lines, or if your reports
must show the total invoice amount, including taxes,
rather than item amount totals only. You may only be
interested in maintaining data on sales of items; if so,
maintaining tax lines unnecessarily will take extra disk
space and slow down reporting. Tax lines take one
record per jurisdiction per invoice. Tax lines may
represent a significant percentage of your sales data if
your invoices usually have a small number of item lines
but always have one or more tax lines.

Editing the Company Profile
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Field Description

Retrieve Misc.
Charges

Turn this checkbox on if you want Adagio
SalesAnalysis to retrieve and maintain miscellaneous
charge lines (such as Shipping and Handling charges).

NOTE: If you scan in data from your linked modules when
you first start working with SalesAnalysis, you will be given
the option to retrieve miscellaneous charges or not. What you
select there will then be used as the default in the Company
Profile.

It is recommended that you turn this option on only if
you require reports to show miscellaneous charges, or if
your reports most show the total invoice amount,
including miscellaneous charges, rather than item
amount totals only. You may only be interested in
maintaining data on sales of items; if so, capturing
miscellaneous charges unnecessarily will take extra disk
space and slow down reporting. Miscellaneous charges
may represent a significant percentage of your sales
data if your invoices usually have a small number of
item lines but always have one or more miscellaneous
charges.

Editing the Company Profile
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Field Description

View Statistics
date format

This field affects the View/Print Statistics function on
the Statistics menu. You can use this field to specify the
preferred date format for your statistics in the View
mode. The default is yyyy MM dd, but you can change
this to the format you prefer.

M stands for month. A two-character month format
(MM) will display the month’s numeric value, such as
11 for November. A three-character month format
(MMM) will display the month abbreviation, such as
Apr for April.

D stands for day.

Y stands for year, and you can enter a two- or four-digit
year using YY or YYYY.

The month, day, and year can appear in any order.

If you change this field, you will see the effect of your
change to the right of the field, so that you can be sure
you’re entering the format correctly.

Week starts on Select the day of the week that you wish to use for the
start of a new week. For example, if you want your
statistics to indicate a Sunday - Saturday week, enter
Sunday here. If you prefer a Monday - Sunday week,
enter Monday instead.

This option is used within the Charts function also.
Refer to page for more information on setting up
Charts within Adagio SalesAnalysis.

Editing the Company Profile
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Field Description

Auto-backup after
DIC?

Turn this option on to ensure Adagio SalesAnalysis
automatically performs a backup of SalesAnalysis data
immediately after Data Integrity Check completes.

If integrity is clean, it appends _Clean to the end of the
backup file name.

In the event Data Integrity Check finds errors and
presents the Rebuild button, a backup is performed
prior to rebuilding errors in DIC. The backup will have
_Prebuild appended to the zip file name. Refer to your
online Help or Adagio Fundamentals manual for more
information about using the Data Integrity Check
function.

Skip 0 qty/amts
lines on Invoices
retrieve?

Turn this option on to instruct Adagio SalesAnalysis not
to retrieve (or scan) detail lines wherein quantity, cost
and sales amount are all zero from Adagio Invoices.
Use this in cases where you issue a credit but do not
want net quantity for the original invoices to be zero in
SalesAnalysis. Or, use when you don't want to bring in
'blank line' items used strictly to create blank lines on
printed invoices.

Editing the Company Profile
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Field Description

Use desc. in
SRTRANS

If turned on:

� updating the Item Description used in online
inquiries, reports and imports is based on the
description used within Adagio OrderEntry and/or
Invoices retrieved posted transactions; and

� based on the application(s) used, the Update Desc.
from OrderEntry and/or Invoices functions is
active in the Utilities menu (see Chapter 7). We
suggest you run this utility(s) after converting data
from versions 8.1B or earlier.

If turned off:

� updating of the Item Description occurs from the
SalesAnalysis item description file; and

� user the Update Item Description File utility (see
Chapter 7) to update this information if changes
have occurred within the Adagio Inventory or
Invoices items or alternate price list items.

NOTE: Adagio SalesAnalysis supports the first 40
characters of description only.

Header Optional
Field Titles

Optional fields defined in the Company Profile will be
seen in other Adagio SalesAnalysis functions, eg. Edit
Sales Data.

Additionally, a field defined here, will be seen in
compatible versions of Adagio OrderEntry and/or
Adagio Invoices in their Company Profile, SA Interface
tab. Selecting one of these fields in those applications
instructs those applications to send the data captured
for these fields through to SalesAnalysis. OrderEntry
and/or Invoices will also have the same fields defined
on their Optional Fields tab so the data to send can be
captured.
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Field Description

Detail Optional
Field Titles

Optional fields defined in the Company Profile will be
seen in other Adagio SalesAnalysis functions, eg. Edit
Sales Data.

Additionally, a field defined here, will be seen in a
compatible version of Adagio Invoices in its Company
Profile, SA Interface tab. Selecting one of these fields in
Invoices instructs it to send the data captured for the
fields to SalesAnalysis. Invoices will also have the same
fields defined on its Optional Fields tab so the data to
send can be captured.

When you’ve finished making your changes to the Company Profile, click OK to
save them and exit the function.

Editing the Company Profile
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Once you have set up your database, as described in chapter 2, you are ready to
retrieve data from your linked modules, or scan and retrieve data from other
systems. The retrieved data can then be included on your reports (see Chapter 4) and
viewed in the Inquiry functions (see Chapter 5).

Both scanning and retrieving data update existing Adagio Filters
within Adagio SalesAnalysis.

Retrieval vs. Scanning

Adagio SalesAnalysis’ Maintenance menu includes both a Retrieve and a Scan
sub-menu. The difference between the two is as follows:

• Retrieve Sales Data is used on an ongoing basis. It allows you to retrieve the
data from the modules you linked your Adagio SalesAnalysis database to
when you created your SalesAnalysis data. (See Chapter 2 for more
information.) These are the modules to which you allocated data. The Retrieve
function:

• retrieves transactions from the previous day-end in Adagio
OrderEntry.

• retrieves transactions that have been posted in Adagio Invoices.

• retrieves transactions posted in IMS CounterSales.
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• Scan Sales Data from Other Systems has three different purposes:

• retrieves historical transactions and would be used to scan these
transactions from Adagio OrderEntry and Adagio Invoices data after
initial setup of Adagio SalesAnalysis.

• retrieves history from a linked module in cases where you’ve had to
restore data from a backup or have somehow lost previously retrieved
data.

• retrieves external sales data from other systems, which you can then
analyze through Adagio SalesAnalysis’ report and inquiry functions.

When using the Scan feature, you must specify a range of customers and
transactions dates for retrieval. It cannot determine for you which transactions
have been retrieved in the past, and it allows you to re-scan data more than
once for the same customers and transaction date, preventing duplication.

Retrieving data is used in everyday operations; scanning data is usually done when
you first create SalesAnalysis data, to pull in historical data from your linked
modules, or to retrieve data from modules that you will no longer be using in your
invoicing but contain data you are interested in.

Scanning Sales Data

Sales data from other systems, or historical data from modules to which you’ve
linked your Adagio SalesAnalysis database, can be scanned into SalesAnalysis and
analyzed on reports and through the inquiry functions.

To scan in data:

1) Back up your SalesAnalysis data using the Backup option on the File menu. (If
you need assistance, the Backup feature is discussed fully in you SalesAnalysis
online Help and your Adagio Fundamentals manual.)

2) Select Scan Sales Data from Other Systems from the Maintenance menu. From
the fly-out menu that appears, choose the module whose data you wish to scan.

Modules will only be available for selection in the fly-out menu if
you turned on their Interface option in the Company Profile (see
page 2-17). Otherwise, the module(s) will be grayed out.
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3) A window appears which allows you to select your scanning preferences:

The following table describes your options:

Field Description

Customer Select a range of customers whose transactions you
wish to retrieve into Adagio SalesAnalysis from the
selected module. You can select all customers by
accepting the default blank customer number in the
Starting field and the zzzzzz customer number in the
Ending field, or you can use the Finder button to call up
the list of Adagio Receivables customers and select your
starting and ending customers from there.

Date Select a date range for the transactions you wish to
retrieve. For example, if you had to restore data from a
backup and lost the last two weeks’ worth of Adagio
Invoices sales data, you could select that date range to
scan in those transactions.

To simply scan in all transactions for the selected
customer range, leave the Starting field blank and enter
the current date in the Ending field.

Scanning Sales Data
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Field Description

Scan For OrderEntry scans, this extra option appears, which
allows you to scan either current or historical data, or
both, according to the customer and date ranges
selected above.

Scan misc charges Turn this checkbox on if you want Adagio
SalesAnalysis to retrieve and maintain miscellaneous
charge lines (such as Shipping and Handling charges).

It is recommended that you turn this option on only if
you require reports to show miscellaneous charges, or if
your reports most show the total invoice amount,
including miscellaneous charges, rather than item
amount totals only. You may only be interested in
maintaining data on sales of items; if so, capturing
miscellaneous charges unnecessarily will take extra disk
space and slow down reporting. Miscellaneous charges
may represent a significant percentage of your sales
data if your invoices usually have a small number of
item lines but always have one or more miscellaneous
charges.

Scan tax lines Turn this checkbox on if you want Adagio
SalesAnalysis to retrieve and maintain tax lines.

It is recommended that you turn this option on only if
you require reports to show tax lines, or if your reports
must show the total invoice amount, including taxes,
rather than item amount totals only. You may only be
interested in maintaining data on sales of items; if so,
maintaining tax lines unnecessarily will take extra disk
space and slow down reporting. Tax lines take one
record per jurisdiction per invoice. Tax lines may
represent a significant percentage of your sales data if
your invoices usually have a small number of item lines
but always have one or more tax lines.
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4) When you’ve selected your scan ranges and preferences, click the Scan button.
You will be asked two questions. First:

And then:

You should only retrieve your tax lines and miscellaneous charges if you need to
report on this information. You may only be interested in maintaining data on
sales of items, not miscellaneous charges or taxes. If this is the case, click No in
response to these questions, as capturing miscellaneous charge and tax
information will take up extra disk space and slow down reporting. If you do
need to report on the tax and/or miscellaneous charges information, click Yes.

5) The selected data will be scanned, and then you will be told:

If you scan both historical and current transactions from
OrderEntry, you will see the above message twice, once for each
transaction type.

6) Once you click OK in response to this message, the scanning dialog will close
and you can now work with the retrieved data.

Scanning Sales Data
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Retrieving Sales Data

On a daily basis, you should retrieve sales data from your linked modules, such as
Adagio OrderEntry and/or Adagio Invoices, or IMS CounterSales. You will know if
there is data to be retrieved from each linked module if, when you open your Adagio
SalesAnalysis database, you get a message such as:

The data that gets retrieved is data from the intermediate files which are updated
when:

• the invoices are posted in Invoices

• The invoices and credit notes are posted and Day End is run within Adagio
OrderEntry

• transactions are posted in IMS CounterSales.

To prevent inadvertent retrieval of the same information, the intermediate files
containing this information are purged after the data has been retrieved into
SalesAnalysis.

Tax information and miscellaneous charges for the transactions
you retrieve will only be included if you’ve turned those options on
in the Company Profile. See the section on Editing the Company
Profile, beginning on page 2-17, for more information.

To retrieve the specified data:

1) Back up your SalesAnalysis data using the Backup option on the File menu. (If
you need assistance, the Backup feature is discussed fully in the online
SalesAnalysis help and the Adagio Fundamentals manual.)

2) Make sure you’ve run day-end in Adagio OrderEntry, if you are retrieving data
from that module. Make sure batches have been posted in Invoices.

3) Select Retrieve Sales Data from the Maintenance menu. From the fly-out menu
that appears, choose the module from which you wish to retrieve data.
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Modules will only be available for selection in the fly-out menu if
you have turned on the Interface option for the module in the
Company Profile (see page 2-17) for the database you’re currently
working with (the database you selected when you logged in to
Adagio SalesAnalysis). Otherwise, the module(s) will be grayed
out.

4) Click Retrieve when the following dialog appears:

Please make note of the warning to backup your SalesAnalysis data
prior to retrieval. It cannot be emphasized strongly enough how
important it is to back up your Adagio SalesAnalysis data on a
regular basis. Since SalesAnalysis data is typically maintained for
several years, destruction of this file would represent the loss of
many years worth of work.

Backing up data is straight forward. Use the Backup option off the
File menu. Refer to the online Help for more information.

5) If there is no data to be retrieved, you will get a message indicating that.
Otherwise, the transactions will be retrieved and you will be told:

6) Click OK. You can now work with the retrieved data, in the reports or inquiry
functions.
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Using Auto-Retrieve Transactions on Start-up
Adagio SalesAnalysis allows you set certain functions to automatically run when the
program starts up. One of these functions is Auto-Retrieve Transactions which may
be turned on in the User Preferences, General tab. It retrieves transactions in the
same way as Step 4 on the previous page. (Please refer to the online Help
documentation for more information regarding User Preferences.)

The Retrieve windows look and function basically the same. In all
cases, transaction files must exist in the Adagio SalesAnalysis data
folder.
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Importing Transactions

If you are using an application that creates sales transactions and is not fully
integrated with Adagio SalesAnalysis, you might use the Import Transactions
function to import those transactions.

Or, perhaps you have changed the format of some codes for all new transactions and
want to edit all or most sales data within SalesAnalysis to change existing fields so
they coincide with the new information. In such a case, you could use both the
Export Transactions and the Import Transactions functions to accomplish this.
(Editing Sales Data/Transactions is more likely to be used when making changes to a
few transactions only; see page 3-43.)

Refer to the online Help documentation for detailed File Format Requirements.

To import transactions to Adagio SalesAnalysis, select File and Import Transactions
from the menu.

Choosing an Import Template

Importing Transactions
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Templates are used to save certain import settings, so that if you regularly import
files using the same settings, you can save those settings in one template and call up
that template each time you have a file of transactions to import, rather than selecting
the appropriate settings each time around.

Adagio SalesAnalysis provides one default template.

The last template you used or saved is the default template that is initially selected
on entering this function. If you have other templates on file, you can click the down
arrow in the Template field to select a different template, or you can create a new
one. Information on modifying the import options for new templates can be found in
the following sections.

Use the buttons to the right of the Template field to work with templates. Your
options are:

Button Description

Save Allows you to save any changes you make to the settings for
the current template, as displayed in the Template field.

NOTE: You cannot modify a default template and save changes to
it. If you need a modified template, create a new one instead.

Delete Allows you to delete a template from the list of available
templates.

NOTE: You cannot delete a default template.

Save As Allows you to save the settings of the current template as a
template with a different name, for example, to save changes
to a default template.

New Allows you to create a new template with no previously
selected import fields in it. You will be prompted to enter a
name for the template. After you select the import fields,
you will want to save the template.

Templates can be printed, allowing you to save a hard copy of your import settings
or to check the settings with the import file. To print a template, simply click the
Print button in the lower, right-hand corner of the window.
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File Information Tab
This tab allows you to select the file type and file name to be imported, and to set
certain import options.

Use the information in the table below to work with the options on this tab.

Field Description

File format Select a file type to import based on the source
application.

File name Enter the path (drive and directories) and file name of the
invoice files to be imported. You can click the folder
button to select from a list of files.

Adagio SalesAnalysis supports import files containing
header and detail records; you can only use ASCII CSV
(Delimited), ASCII Fixed Length, or PSV delimited file
formats as the import format in this field. For Det Only
files, you can use other import file formats.

Use extended
character set?

If the import file contains characters in the extended
character set, such as French accented characters, be sure
to turn this option on. When this option is activated,
those characters will be imported properly. When the
option is turned off, the imported record will simply be
halted or skipped depending on whether you have
turned the Validate before importing? option on or not.

Delete import file on
success?

Check this option if you want the import file to be
deleted once all records have been successfully imported.
If you turn this option on, then the file will automatically
be deleted after the successful import is completed.

NOTE: This option must be turned on when using the
auto-import on startup function. This prevents files from
accidentally being imported multiple times.
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Field Description

Validate before
importing?

Turn this option on if you wish to perform a validity
check of all imported records. If selected, the system
checks for existing records, checks the validity of all
coded values, and checks that all imported data is valid
(dates, numbers in ranges, etc.). If any errors are found
in the import file, the import process will be halted, and
you will have a chance to repair the problems before
importing the files.

If you don’t select this checkbox, a check for valid codes
is still carried out, but it occurs during the import
process, and when invalid entries are found the import
process is stopped and you are asked if you want to
continue. Validating records prior to importing is a safer
and easier way to conduct the import process.

NOTE: If you select to perform validity checks the import
process will be slower.

Separator Enter a character to use as a separator for the data if you
are using a comma-delimited file.

Header included? Check this box if the first line of the Import file should be
ignored (eg. it is a list of column titles).

Auto-import on
startup

To successfully use this feature, you must:

� create an Import Template that has the feature turned
on, and

� turn on the On Start up … Auto-Import feature in the
User Preferences, General tab (refer to online Help
documentation for more information).

Import errors will be written to the SRIMPERR.xxx data file (where
'xxx' refers to the 3-character data extension used).
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Import Field Selection Tab
This tab allows you to select the fields you wish to import.

The fields listed on the left side of the screen are the fields which you can include in
the import; the fields listed on the right side are already selected and will be included
in the import.

To use this window:

• Select a field that is included in the import file from the Available fields list
by clicking on it.

• Click the single right arrow button to move it into the Selected fields list. You
can remove a field from the Selected fields list back to the Available fields
list by clicking on it and then clicking the single left arrow button.

• Continue moving fields until all desired fields are listed in the Selected fields
list. You can use the double right arrow to move all fields at once into the
Selected fields section, or the double left arrow button to remove all fields
from the Selected fields section.

• In cases where the import file contains fields you do not wish to import, click
the Filler button to add a filler for that field.

• You must order the fields in the Selected fields list, in the order they appear
in the import file. Sort the fields (first on top, last on bottom) by selecting a
field and then moving it up one position in the list by clicking the up arrow
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button, or moving it down one position in the list by clicking the down arrow
button.

The properties for the fields to be imported are indicated at the bottom of the screen.
The properties are described in the following table:

Field Description

Name The name of the field to be imported. This field is for
your information only, and cannot be edited.

Type The type of field: either a string of characters, a date, or a
number. You can modify the field type if needed,
although in most cases you won’t want to.

Width The number of characters in the field. For example, a
customer code contains six characters.

Field number The order in which the field will be imported. This is
dependent on the order of the fields listed in the Import
file fields section, and can only be changed by using the
up and down arrows to the right of that list. See above
for more information.

Field offset Enter the position of the character at which the importing
is to start. This allows importing of only certain
characters within a field.
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Field Defaults Tab
This tab allows you to set default values for any fields you wish to import, but are
not in the import file itself. Values you enter here will be added to every record that
is imported.

To set a default for a field, select the field from the Fields not imported list by
clicking on it. Move it to the Default Fields list by clicking the right arrow. (It can
also be removed from the Default Fields list by clicking the left arrow.)

Continue moving fields to the Default Fields list until all desired fields are listed in
that section of the window.

For each field in the list, you can change the properties. To do so, click on the field in
the Default Fields list, and then move to the fields at the bottom of the window.
They are:
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Field Description

Name The name of the field for which you will be providing a
default value. This field is for your information only, and
cannot be edited.

Type The type of field: either a string of characters, a date, or a
number. This field is for your information only, and
cannot be edited. You will want to note the field type
when entering the default value.

Value Enter the value you wish to use as a default for this field.
This value will be used for all customer files imported.

Width The number of characters in the field. For example, a
customer code contains six characters. This field is for
your information only, and cannot be edited.

Running the Import
When you are finished editing the tabs in the Import window as necessary, and have
saved the template, click Import to proceed. The records will be imported as per your
specifications.

For detailed information about the File Format Requirements for
importing transactions, please refer to your online Help
documentation.

Import errors will be written to the SRIMPERR.xxx data file (where 'xxx' refers to the
3-character data extension used).
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Editing Your Data

Occasionally you may discover that information contained in the Adagio
SalesAnalysis files is inaccurate. For example, an invoice may have been credited to
the wrong salesperson. Since Adagio SalesAnalysis is an analytical function, an edit
feature is provided to allow addition and modification to the SalesAnalysis
Transaction File.

This facility is available by selecting Edit Sales Data from the Maintenance menu or
by clicking the Edit Data button on the toolbar. The following screen will be
displayed:

Each transaction listed is actually one line item from the original document;
therefore, you may have displayed multiple entries for a single document number.

You are given the option to sort the list of transactions by Customer, Item,
Document number (this is the default sort order), or Date. Change the sort order to
whichever order will make it easiest for you to find the transaction you need to edit:
for example, if you know the document number, scroll through until you find that
number; or if you know the customer number and transaction date but are unsure of
the document number, you could change the sort order to Customer or Date and
then locate the transaction.

You can also use the Find button to call up a transaction quickly, without having to
scroll through the transaction list.
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The Quantity column of this list displays the quantity sold with
either 0 or 2 decimal places, depending on whether you have enabled
fractional quantities in Adagio Inventory’s company profile or not.

Since you will most often be editing existing transactions rather than adding new
ones, we’ll discuss how to locate a transaction with the Find button, and then how to
view and edit a transaction. Then we’ll go through the steps of adding a new
transaction from scratch, as you may want to do if you’re adding history to the
transaction file.

Please refer to the online Help documentation for information on working with filters
on this grid.

Finding a Transaction
From the Edit SalesAnalysis Data window (select Edit Sales Data from the
Maintenance menu to open this window), you can quickly call up a transaction for
editing if you know its document invoice or credit note number. To do this, click the
Find button.

The Find function changes, depending on how your data is sorted on the Edit
SalesAnalysis Data window. If you choose Customer as your Sort by option, then
the Find function lets you search by customer. If you instead choose to Sort by Item,
then you can search by item number instead. Similarly, you can search by Date or
Document number.

Our example below assumes that you have accepted the default Sort by option,
which sorts your data by Document number. In this situation, when you click the
Find button, the following dialog appears:
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Depending on your Sort by selection, your Find dialog may contain the above fields,
or it may contain the following fields:

• Customer: Select the Customer code pertaining to the document transaction
you’re searching for.

• Item: Select the Item code pertaining to the document transaction you're
searching for.

If you have limited information about the transaction, you can
press F6 to call up the SmartFinder in order to search for the
transaction on a number of different code fields. See the online Help
documentation or your Adagio Fundamentals manual for more
information on working with the SmartFinder.

Select the Action that Adagio SalesAnalysis should take when it finds the
transaction: Highlight the record, open the transaction to Edit, or open the
transaction so you can View it.

When you’ve finished specifying your search criteria, click OK.

Because each detail line is listed as a separate transaction, please be aware that the
first occurrence of the document number found may not be the transaction you wish
to edit. It may be one of many detail lines for that document number, so you can
search the transactions in the list with that same document number to determine
which transaction is the one you’re seeking.

You can work with the selected record in the list by double-clicking it to open it for
editing, or by clicking the View button to look at the transaction, either for
information purposes only or to confirm that it is the one you want to edit. Once
you’re in the Edit or View mode, you can look at the transaction information to see if
it’s the one of interest to you, and if not, you can use the Next button to scroll
through to the next detail line for that transaction, and so forth until you find the
right detail line.

Viewing a Transaction
If you’re not sure that you’ve located the right transaction in the list and wish to view
it only before editing, you can select the transaction in the list (either by scrolling
through and selecting it from the list, or by using the Find button as discussed above)
and then click the View button. Or, if you only want to open a document to review
its details without editing it, you might also prefer to use the View button.
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In either case, when you click View, the following window appears:

This window is very similar to the Edit window, discussed in the next section, with
the following exceptions:

• None of the fields are editable in View mode.
• An Edit button appears, allowing you to switch to Edit mode where you can

modify the transaction information as needed.

Note the Next and Previous buttons which appear at the top of the button list,
allowing you to scroll through multiple transactions on the list without returning to
the list and opening them each individually.

Editing a Transaction
From the Edit SalesAnalysis Data window (select Edit Sales Data from the
Maintenance menu to open this window), you can open any transaction for editing,
either by scrolling through and selecting it from the list, or by using the Find button
as discussed earlier.
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In either case, when you’ve found the transaction you wish to edit, click the Edit
button to open it in Edit mode. The following window appears:

You can use the Next and Previous buttons which appear at the top of the button list
to scroll through multiple transactions on the list without returning to the list and
opening them each individually. This may be useful if you’ve opened the first detail
line for a specific document that has multiple detail lines, and you find that this isn’t
the detail line you wished to modify. Just use the Next and Previous buttons to scroll
through until you find the right detail line for that document number.

If Adagio JobCost data is present, you may also see the Job-Phase-Category fields for
a transaction.

To modify the transaction, edit the information you need to change and click OK to
save your changes. Some pieces of information, such as the Line type, cannot be
modified and will be grayed out. The editable fields are primarily the same as those
presented in the originating module for the transaction, with the exception of the
Record source field. This field indicates the originating module for the transaction,
such as OE if the document was originally created in and retrieved from OrderEntry.
You can modify this field, though it’s not necessary.
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One of the options in the Record source field’s Finder is AD, for “Added”. This may
be used to mark transactions that you’ve added from scratch to your SalesAnalysis
Transaction file (see the next section for more information), or perhaps you wish to
use it to denote any added or modified transactions.

For more information on most of the fields presented here, see the manual for the
originating module (such as Adagio OrderEntry, Invoices or IMS CounterSales).

Many of the editable fields also include a Finder button which links to the originating
module’s database so that you can make appropriate selections in those fields, such
as selecting a salesperson or a customer on file in Adagio Receivables.

Additionally, certain rules which determine what information can be entered in an
Optional Field may have been defined using the File | Optional Fields Validation
function. Please refer to the online Help documentation for information referring to
Optional Fields Validation.

When you’ve finished modifying the transaction, click OK to save the changes.

If you’ve made changes to the Header Information, you may then be asked:

This message will only appear if your Sort by method (at the top of
the Edit SalesAnalysis Data window) is set to Document number.

Since individual detail lines from the same document appear in Adagio
SalesAnalysis as separate transactions, this question is asking whether you want the
change(s) you’ve made to the header information to be changed in all transactions for
this same document number. If so, click Yes and the changes in other transactions for
this document will be made automatically; if not, click No and the changes will only
affect this one detail line for the document.

You’ll be returned to the transaction list in the Edit SalesAnalysis Data window,
where you can continue to work with additional transactions or click OK to exit the
function.
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Effects of Editing a Transaction
Changes made to the Amount or Cost fields in the Edit mode will only affect the
SalesAnalysis Transaction file, and will not update the appropriate entries in your
General Ledger. If you need to modify your General Ledger, you must do so in
Adagio Ledger itself by making the appropriate correcting entries.

Creating a New Transaction
Although you probably won't want to do this often, you may occasionally need to
create a new transaction from scratch, perhaps to add a detail line to an existing
document or to add history to the SalesAnalysis Transaction file.

When you click the New button in the Edit SalesAnalysis Data window (select Edit
Sales Data from the Maintenance menu to open this window), you’ll be presented
with a blank transaction screen:
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Header Information
If you are adding a detail line to an existing invoice or credit note, you will probably
want to use the Copy function so that the Header information is copied over. See the
Copying a Transaction section, beginning on page 3-52, for more information, and then
edit the Detail Information as discussed below.

If you are creating a new transaction with a new document number, enter the
appropriate document type, number, and date here, along with the usual information
for an order or invoice header, as you would in Adagio OrderEntry, Adagio Invoices,
or CounterSales.

In the Record source field, you’ll note that the default is AD, which represents an
“Added” transaction. You will probably want to leave this as is, although you can
change it to make it appear as though the transaction originated from one of your
linked modules such as OrderEntry.

If the document for this transaction is a Credit Note, the credit note number would
be entered in the Doc. no. field and the invoice number being credited would display
in the Orig. Inv. field.

Many of the editable fields also include a Finder button which links to the originating
module’s database so that you can make appropriate selections in those fields, such
as selecting a salesperson on file in OrderEntry or a customer on file in Receivables.

Optional Fields Header
These fields only appear if the field titles have been created within the Company
Profile (see page 2-19). As these fields are seen in compatible versions of Adagio
OrderEntry and/or Adagio Invoices in the SA Interface tab of their Company Profile,
those applications can send the data captured for these fields through to
SalesAnalysis.

You may create validation rules for the data captured in Optional String fields
within the Optional Fields Validation function. Please refer to the online Help
documentation or your Adagio Fundamentals manual for more information.

Detail Information
As with the Header Information above, use these fields to enter the detail line
information as you would in your linked module(s), such as Adagio OrderEntry.

First, select the Line type using the drop-down box.

Next, be sure to select your Item source. The Item source field allows you to choose
the item list you wish to use for this detail line. If you’re running a SalesAnalysis
database that is linked to Adagio OrderEntry, Adagio Invoices, and Adagio
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Inventory, for example, you will have the option to select either the IC (Inventory) or
QI (Invoices) item list.

Once you select your item source, the Finders in the Item and Category fields will
change accordingly, to show the items/categories from the selected list. (However,
note that if you’ve selected QI, no Finder will appear at all; you must type in the item
number manually.)

The Item Description field is only present if you have turned on the Use desc. in
SRTRANS option in the Company Profile (see page 2-19). (If the field is present but
blank and the transaction originated in a compatible application, you can run the
appropriate utility to Update desc. from OrderEntry or Invoices to populate it. See
Chapter 7.)

If Adagio JobCost data is present, you will see the Job-Phase-Category fields also.

If you do not want this transaction to ever have a Style from any Transaction Filters
applied to it, you may assign a Manual style code to it. The transaction will then
always display the manual style when seen in the grid. Please refer to the online
Help documentation for more information about working with Styles and Filters.

Optional Fields Detail
These fields only appear if the field titles have been created within the Company
Profile (see page 2-19). As these fields are seen in compatible versions of Adagio
Invoices in the SA Interface tab of its Company Profile, Adagio Invoices can send the
data captured for these fields through to SalesAnalysis.

You may create validation rules for the data captured in Optional String fields
within the Optional Fields Validation function. Please refer to the online Help
documentation or your Adagio Fundamentals manual for more information.

Modify the remaining fields as needed, as you would if you had originally created
the detail line in your linked module(s). Then click OK to save the transaction. You
will be told:

If you click Yes, Adagio SalesAnalysis adds the transaction you just created to the
transaction list, and makes a copy of it.
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The reason it makes a copy rather than calling up a brand new, blank transaction
window is so that if you’re adding multiple detail lines under one document number,
you can retain the Header Information and modify only the Detail Information, to
save some time and make sure the Header Information remains consistent across all
detail lines for this document. However, if you wish to create a second transaction
under a different document number, you can also change the Header Information as
needed.

If you click No, you will simply be returned to the Edit SalesAnalysis Data window,
and you’ll that see your new transaction has been added to the list.

Copying a Transaction
If you are adding a detail line to an existing invoice or credit note, you will probably
want to use the Copy function so that the Header Information is copied over and
only the Detail information needs to be changed.

To copy a transaction, select it in the list in the Edit SalesAnalysis Data window
(select Edit Sales Data from the Maintenance menu to open this window), and then
click the Copy button. A duplicate of the transaction will be created and opened up
in Edit mode. Modify the Detail Information as discussed in the Detail
Information section of Creating a Transaction earlier, beginning on page 3-50.

You can also modify the Header Information, but Copy is most
useful when you want to retain the Header Information. However,
if you do wish to modify the Header Information in whole or in
part, see the Header Information section beginning on page 3-50.

Deleting a Transaction
Transactions can also be deleted from the SalesAnalysis Transaction file, through the
Edit SalesAnalysis Data window (select Edit Sales Data from the Maintenance
menu to open this window). You may wish to delete transactions if you have
retrieved a transaction and then deleted it from the originating module after the fact,
or if you have duplicate records.

To delete a transaction, select it in the Edit SalesAnalysis Data list by clicking on it
once to highlight it (or using the Find button to select it). Then, click the
Delete button. You will be asked:
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Click Yes to confirm the deletion, or No to cancel it.
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If you click Yes, Adagio SalesAnalysis may then ask you:

This message will only appear if your Sort by method (at the top of
the Edit SalesAnalysis Data window) is set to Document number.

If you want to delete all of the detail lines for that document, click Yes. This may be
preferred if you’ve deleted the document from the originating module after retrieval
into SalesAnalysis, for example. If you only want to delete this detail line, or some
but not all detail lines from the same document, click No.

You may wish to View the transaction prior to deletion, to make
sure it’s the right transaction, as deletion cannot be reversed. To do
this, just click the View button once you’ve highlighted the
transaction in the list, review the transaction information, and then
click OK to close it.
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Archive/Purge/Restore Data

As the SalesAnalysis Transaction File grows, the time required to produce any report
will increase. To prevent reporting time from becoming too lengthy, you may elect to
have Adagio SalesAnalysis archive historical detailed sales information in a separate
file. The Archive/Purge/Restore Sales Data function on the Maintenance menu
allows you to either archive or purge older data, and also to retrieve information
from an archived file or print out summary information for the archive files stored on
in your data directory.

Before we discuss how to use the Archive/Purge/Restore Sales Data function, a basic
overview of these three terms is in order:

• Archiving will save a copy of the specified data in a file, which can then be
restored in the event that you lose data and want to restore from a backup, for
example. Data that is archived only, and not purged, will still appear in the
Edit Sales Data and Online Inquiry functions and on reports.

• Purging removes the specified data completely. It will no longer appear in the
Edit Sales Data and Online Inquiry functions, or on reports. If it is archived
before purging, it can be restored from the archive file, but unless it is restored
it will not appear in any of the functions or reports throughout SalesAnalysis.

• Restoring data can be done when you’ve archived data to a file previously. If
you’ve archived and then purged data, and decide you still want to report on
that data or view it in Online Inquiry, for example, you can restore that data.

When the Archive/Purge/Restore Sales Data function is selected, the following
screen will appear:
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Archiving, purging, and restoration is done through “templates”, and the above
window lists any templates that have been created and saved with this SalesAnalysis
database.

Using the buttons to the right, you can create a new template, or select a template in
the list and then edit, rename, copy, or delete it.

Templates Overview
Templates are used so that you can save your settings for standard
archive/purge/restore functions. For example, if you do a monthly archive and
purge, you can create a template which specifies the line types and fields to be
included in the archive/purge, along with any range preferences (such as specific
ranges of item numbers or customers). When you save that template with all of those
settings, you can then re-use it each monthly, changing only the starting and ending
dates for the transactions to be archived and purged.

Creating a New Template
1) When you want to create a new template, click the New button from the main

Archive/Purge/Restore Template List window. You will be prompted for a
template name:

Enter a name for the template, one which will identify it for future use, and then
click OK.
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2) The Edit Template window appears:

The following table discusses the options presented to you in this window:

Field Description

Action Use the radio buttons in the Action section to indicate
what you want to do with this template. Your options
are:

� Archive/Purge: Archives the data to the specified
file (see below) and then purges it.

� Archive: Archives the data to the file specified (see
below).

� Purge: Only purges the data, which means the data
isn’t written to a file and can’t be restored.

� Restore: Restores the data from the specified file
number (see below), so that the data is included in
reports and inquiries again.

All of this is done according to the selections in the
remainder of this window.
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Field Description

Archive to file
number

Adagio SalesAnalysis will automatically provide the
next available archive file number as a default. Or, you
can specify another previously-used archive number.

If you specify a previously used archive number,
Adagio SalesAnalysis will look for this file in your
database directory and, if found, will place information
about that file to the right of this field, along with a
Properties button which allows you to print the
Archived File Properties report and see what that file
contains.

If you are archiving transactions to an existing file,
SalesAnalysis will append the transactions to the file; it
will not overwrite the contents of the file.

Enter the number of the file you want to archive these
transactions to.

If you selected Restore in the Action section above, this
field will be called Restore from file number instead.
See the next entry in this table for more information.

If Purge is selected in the Action section above, this
field will not appear, as there is no need to write the
transaction information to a file prior to purging.

Note the Properties button to the right of this field.
Clicking this button will call up the Print Archived File
Properties feature (normally found on the Reports
menu), so that you can print the information about the
archive file number specified in this field (assuming it
has been created already) . See the Working with Reports
chapter for more information on this report and what it
contains.

Last modified information will also appear to the right
of this field, if the archive file number specified already
exists. It will indicate when that archive file was last
updated. You can choose to append to the specified file
with this newest archive data, or enter a different
archive file number to create a brand new archive file.
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Field Description

Restore from file
number

If you selected Restore in the Action section above, a
Restore from file number field will appear instead of
the above-discussed Archive to file number field. You
must specify the archive file number to which you
originally archived the data you wish to restore here.

Note the Properties button to the right of this field.
Clicking this button will call up the Print Archived File
Properties feature (normally found on the Reports
menu), so that you can print the information about the
archive file number specified in this field (assuming it
has been created already) . This may be helpful when
you’re restoring a file, for example, and wish to confirm
that you have the right file. See the Working with Reports
chapter for more information on this report and what it
contains.

Last modified information will also appear to the right
of this field, if the archive file number specified already
exists. It will indicate when that archive file was last
updated, which also may be helpful information in
determining whether you have selected the right file for
restoration or not.

Starting / Ending Use these fields to set the date range for the transactions
that should be archived and/or purged, or restored.

Select line type Indicate the line type for the transactions you wish to
archive, purge, or restore. Your options are to archive,
purge, or restore All line types, or one or a combination
of Item, Tax, or Miscellaneous charges.

You may wish to archive only Item lines if you’ve
decided to no longer report on tax or miscellaneous
charges data, for example, and don’t want to add that
information to an archive file.
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Field Description

Restrict Field
Ranges

You can add fields to the Selected Fields list here in
order to narrow the range of the archive, purge, or
restoration. To do this, first select them in the Available
Fields list on the left, and then click the right arrow to
add them to the Selected Fields list on the right. You
can add the fields you wish to include one at a time, by
clicking the field and then the right arrow; or you can
add multiple fields at one time by holding down the
Shift key and clicking on the first and last fields in a
cluster of fields on the Available Fields list, and then
clicking the down arrow to move them all over to the
Selected Fields list at once.

Fields can similarly be removed from the Selected
Fields list if you’ve added them by mistake or are
changing an existing template and have decided to
change your field list. They can be removed by first
selecting them in the Selected Fields list and then
clicking the left arrow.

Once you’ve added your fields for the Selected Fields
list, use them to narrow the range of the archive, purge,
or restoration by modifying the fields’ Starting range
and Ending range in the Field Properties selection
below.

You do not need to choose any fields here. If no fields
are chosen, it simply means that all transactions in the
specified date range will be included in the archive file,
the purge process, or the restoration.

Invoices Item /
Inventory Item

This field only appears if you have Item Number
selected in the Selected Fields box and you have both
Invoices and Inventory data. It allows you to select
which type of data the Starting and Ending range in the
Field Properties section applies to.
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Field Description

Field Properties The Starting range and Ending range fields at the
bottom of this dialog allow you to narrow the selection
of archived and/or purged or restored data further,
based on particular fields. For example, if you wanted
to archive only data for a particular salesperson you
could select that salesperson’s initials in both the
starting and ending range fields.

The Selected Fields list displays the ranges for each
field, as they are currently set. The default is to include
all records for the selected fields, but if you wish to
narrow the selection range, you must first highlight it in
the Selected Fields list by clicking it once, and then
move down to the Field Properties section and enter
the preferred Starting range and Ending range. As you
make changes to a particular field’s range, you’ll see it
reflected in the range columns of the Selected Fields
list.

Some fields include the Finder button to make it easier
to select your ranges. Wildcards can also be used in
these fields. For example:

� 1* can be used in the starting and 2* in the ending
range fields to include only invoice numbers
beginning with the number one or two (regardless of
length of invoice number, such that invoice 100 will
be included but so will invoice 10000). Or

� 1?? can be used in the starting and 2?? in the ending
range fields to include only three-digit invoice
numbers beginning with the number 1 or 2, such as
100 but not 1000, or 212 but not 20293.

3) When you are finished making your changes, save the template by clicking the
Save button.

4) Then, you can carry out the selected Action. If in the Action section you selected:

• Archive/Purge, then the top button on the button list will be an Archive
button. Click that to conduct the archiving and purging according to your
specifications.

• Archive, then the top button on the button list will be an Archive button. Click
that to conduct the archiving according to your specifications.

• Purge, then the top button on the button list will be a Purge button. Click that
to purge the data according to your specifications.
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• Restore, the top button on the button list will be a Restore button. Click that to
conduct the archiving and purging according to your specifications.

For more detailed information on each one, see the following sections.

Using the Templates

Archiving and Purging Data
To archive and purge data:

1) Enter the Archive/Purge/Restore Sales Data function from the Maintenance
menu, and open an existing template by selecting the template from the list and
clicking Edit, or create a new one by clicking New (page 3-56).

2) Make sure your settings for the template are correct, particularly the dates for the
transactions that will be archived and purged, and then click the Archive button.

3) You will be prompted to back up your data.

If you haven’t already done so, please exit out of the archive function and back
up your data through the File | Backup option. (See Adagio Fundamentals for
complete information on the Backup feature.)

If you have backed up your data, click Yes in response to this message.

4) Adagio SalesAnalysis will proceed with archiving and purging your data, and
then will tell you:

Click OK.
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If there is no data to archive or purge, you may instead receive a
message indicating that:

If you fully expected to have data to archive and purge within your
selection, you may want to double-check your starting and ending
dates in your template to make sure you selected the right dates.

5) Next, you will be asked:

Adagio SalesAnalysis maintains a statistics file which allows you to view,
compare, and print sales statistics for defined periods through the options on the
Statistics menu. Clicking Yes here will call up the function which rebuilds that
statistics file, so that the purged transactions will be removed from the statistics
file. Clicking No will bypass that option, and you can rebuild the sales statistics
at a later time.

If you click Yes, the Rebuild Sales Statistics window appears. See Chapter 6 on
Statistics for more information on this function. Once the statistics rebuilding is
complete, you’ll be advised of that and then returned to the Edit Template
window.

If you click No, you’ll be returned to the Edit Template window.

6) Click Save to save your template changes and exit out of this function.

Archiving Data
If you are only archiving data and not purging it, follow the steps above on Archiving
and Purging Data. Step #5 will be omitted, as archiving data would not affect the
statistics file and there is no need to rebuild it.
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Purging Data
If you are only purging data, and not creating an archive file at the same time, follow
the steps in the earlier section, Archiving and Purging Data.

Restoring Data
Restoring data is slightly different than archiving and/or purging data. To restore an
archive file, follow these steps:

1) Enter the Archive/Purge/Restore Sales Data function from the Maintenance
menu, and open an existing template by selecting the template from the list and
clicking Edit, or create a new one by clicking New (page 3-56).

2) Make sure your settings for the template are correct, paying particular attention
to the Restore from file number field, and to the dates for the transactions that
will be restored.

If you’re unsure of the Restore from file number, look at the Last modified date
to the right of that field, to see if the date looks correct for the file you wish to
restore. If not, or if you’re unsure, click the Properties button to the right. From
there, you can print the properties for one or more archive file numbers and
determine which is the correct file number.

The Properties button opens up the Print Archived File Properties dialog. For
more information on this function, see Chapter 4, Working with Reports.

3) When you’ve verified that everything is correct, click the Restore button.

4) You will be prompted to back up your data.

If you haven’t already done so, please exit out of the archive/purge/restore
function and back up your data through the File | Backup option. (See Adagio
Fundamentals for complete information on the Backup feature.)

If you have backed up your data, click Yes in response to this message.
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5) Adagio SalesAnalysis will proceed with restoring your data, and then will tell
you:

If there is no data to restore based on your template selections, you
may instead receive a message indicating that:

If you fully expected to have data to restore, you may want to print
out the archive file properties, using the Properties button, to get an
idea of what the archive file contains.

6) Click OK and you’ll be returned to the Edit Template window. From there, click
Save to save your template changes and exit out of this function.

The statistics file, of use in the functions on the Statistics menu, is automatically
updated during restoration of data.

Notes on Archiving/Purging/Restoring
Please note the following about how data is handled with respect to archiving,
purging, or restoration:

• Archive files are saved with a prefix of SRWA, followed by a four-digit
number according to the archive file number. For example, if the archive file
number is 1, the file name will be SRWA0001 with your data extension (such
as .sam for sample data).

• Archive files are saved in your Adagio SalesAnalysis data directory. Only
archive files residing in the data directory can be restored; you can’t browse
for files in other locations to restore them. If you need to restore a file from
elsewhere, you will need to copy it to your data directory and then restore it.

• Archive files are not deleted after you do a restore. They are retained and can
be used again, deleted manually, or data can be appended to them.
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Editing a Template
If you attempt to modify a template (through the Edit button on the
Archive/Purge/Restore Template List window) for which there is an associated
archive file — that is, you have used the template previously to create an archive file
— you will get a warning message. Apart from the date selection, you will normally
want to leave the template as is.

If you are making more substantial changes to the template, such as using field range
criteria, it is recommended that you copy the template and modify the copy, or create
a new template from scratch. Although the Archive File Properties report gives you
an indication of the range of transaction dates in the archive file, it doesn’t provide
other criteria which may be important when restoring an archive file that is more
complex, which is why retaining the original template settings is recommended.

Deleting a Template
If you attempt to delete a template (through the Delete button on the
Archive/Purge/Restore Template List window) for which there is an associated
archive file — that is, you have used the template previously to create an archive file
— you will get a warning message.

You will normally want to retain the template in case you want to restore that
archive file, to make restoration easier. Otherwise, if you ever need to restore the file
you will have to try to recreate the original template settings in order to fully restore
the data.
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Renaming a Template
Templates can be renamed by selecting them in the Archive/Purge/Restore Template
List window by clicking them once, and then clicking the Rename button. You will
be prompted for a new template name:

Enter the new name and click OK. Your change will be made, and none of the
template settings or any archive files associated with the template will be affected.

Copying a Template
Templates can also be copied by selecting them in the Archive/Purge/Restore
Template List window by clicking them once, and then clicking the Copy button.
You will be prompted for a template name for the new copy:

Type in a name for the copy and click OK. The template will be added to the
template list and can then be modified and used as needed.

Copying templates may be useful if you wish to create a new template that is very
similar to an existing template, in terms of the Selected Fields and ranges, for
example.
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Adding Charts

More and more often, the business tools we use today are very visual, graphical.
Adagio SalesAnalysis facilitates this practice through the implementation of Charts.
The Charts feature enables you to perform standard inquiries of your SalesAnalysis
data to analyze sales trends for your organization over selected periods of time.
Charts reports these trends to you using various charting styles such as pie charts,
bar charts and trend lines. Charts may also be made visible to the general
SalesAnalysis user public or only to users of a specific security group within Adagio
SalesAnalysis.

There are four components to working with Charts:

• First, create or edit the chart specification

• Next, you must update chart inquiries menu
• Then, you can run the chart inquiry and produce the chart.

Charts may also be set to 'auto-start' when a user logs into Adagio
SalesAnalysis. This option is turned on in the User Preferences.
(Please refer to the online Help documentation for more
information about User Preferences.)

You may also import and export Charts. Please refer to the online Help
documentation for more information about this.
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Working with Charts
This function allows you to create, modify, or delete charts.

To use this function, select Edit | Charts from the menu. The following window
appears:
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Adding a New Chart
To create a new chart, click the New button in the previous window. The following
screen appears:

Complete the following fields:

Field Description

Name Enter an up to 30-character descriptive Name for this
chart.

NOTE: Once the chart Name has been entered and saved, it
cannot be changed.
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Field Description

Visibility Select from either of the two options:

Public - This is the default. The chart may be viewed by
anyone with access to Inquiries| Charts in Adagio
SalesAnalysis. See page 5-128 for more information
about chart inquiries.

Security Group - Select this option to specify an
individual security Group of users that may view the
chart. (Refer to the online Help or your Adagio
Fundamentals manual for more information about setting
up Group Security.)

Group This field is only active if Security group is selected in
the Visibility section.

From the Finder, select the Group of users that may
view this chart from the Inquiries | Charts menu.

Autostart Turn this option on if you want this chart to
automatically run when a user having access to the
chart logs into Adagio SalesAnalysis.

NOTE: For this option to function properly, you must also
turn on the Auto-start charts option in the User Preferences.
See the online Help documentation for more information.

Refresh on open Turn this option on if you want this chart to
automatically refresh (reread) the data being used to
produce the chart.

If this option is turned off, a user having access to run
the chart from the Inquiries menu may still refresh the
data while the chart is open. Either press F9 or right
click on the chart image and select Refresh.

Chart Type Select the chart type or style you want the chart to
display as -- Pie chart, Bar chart or Trend line.

NOTE: Not all of the options on the Chart Data Selection
window apply to each Chart Type. Therefore, some options
will become inactive or disappear altogether depending on the
chart type selection.
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Field Description

Field to Summarize Choose a field for charts to report a total dollar value for
each period charted. This value reports in addition to
the graphical display of the chart.

Running totals Turn this option on to sum the amounts for the dates
shown within the subsequent dates reported.

For example, a chart showing Monthly Sales within a
Calendar Year will show Janujary sales as they are.
February sales will be shown as the sum of the January
and February sales. March sales will show the sum of
January, February and March sales.

Line type Indicate the line type for the transactions you wish to
include on the chart. Your options are to include All line
types, or one or a combination of Item, Tax, or
Miscellaneous charges.

You may wish to report on only Item lines if the tax and
miscellaneous charge data is not directly relevant to
your inquiry.
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Field Description

Show graph for Your selection here determines what data the chart is
reporting on.

For example, select Company to have the chart report
on the entire SalesAnalysis dataset. Which company is
being reported depends on the data path and extension
entered when you logged into Adagio SalesAnalysis.

For any of the other selections, eg. Salesperson or
Territory, enter an appropriate range of values for the
chart to report on or select the criteria from the Finders.
You may use a starting value of 'blank' to indicate the
first value in the Finder list and/or an ending value of
all z's to indicate the last value in the Finder list.

If Adagio Inventory is used, the IC Item segment names
as defined in the Inventory company profile are
included in this field.

NOTE: Show graph for Company is not a valid choice if you
have selected a chart type of Pie chart. As well, you may not
select a range for a single item (eg. a single customer,
territory, etc.) if you have selected Pie chart.

Show type range The name of this field changes, depending on the Show
graph for selection. Enter a beginning and ending
range or select these from the Finders.

NOTE: Neither Company nor a single value range are valid
if the chart type selected is Pie chart.

Report date When creating a new chart, the date for this field will
default to the session date used when logging into
Adagio SalesAnalysis.

Even when the field is blank, the calculation date
always displays immediately to the right of this field.
You may enter another date the report is to be
calculated to or select the date from the calendar button.
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Field Description

Calendar Type This field only displays if both Adagio Ledger data
exists. If Ledger doesn't exist, it is assumed you are
reporting on a Calendar year.

If you are using Adagio Ledger, you can choose
between reporting within the Calendar (January to
December) or Fiscal year (as defined in Ledger).

Interval This field will be disabled if a range of items is being
reported.

A Single interval will compare the current selected time
period (from the period list below) with the previous 'N'
consecutive periods (eg. week, month, period, quarter,
etc.).

A Yearly interval will compare the current selected time
period with the same period (from the period list below)
in the previous 'N' consecutive years.

NOTE: 'N' is a value between '0' and '5' you specify in the
Select Period field.

Periods list The period options displayed here vary depending
what the Calendar Type is. For example, weeks are
only available if Calendar is selected. Whereas, period
is defined within a Fiscal calendar in Adagio Ledger.

Summarized by This field is only active if a Chart Type of Trend line
has been selected and the Calendar Type is Calendar.
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Field Description

Preceding (periods) This section is only active if the Show graph for is
Company or for a single value range and the Interval is
Single. Additionally, the period being reported must
be 'to date' (eg. MTD, PTD, QTD, HTD or YTD). It
allows you to compare Partial periods or entire Full
periods.

This field refers to the period selected from the periods
list.

For example, if the current date is December 13th, the
month is not a complete or full month. You can choose
to either compare this month (or period) to other Partial
months (eg. the first 13 days in each month or period
only) or to Full months (eg. to the entire months of
November, October, etc.).

Select type / prior This field is not active if Show graph for is either
Company or for a single value range. The field becomes
Select prior.

When active, select to report on All N or Top N or
Bottom N of the Show graph for range type specified.

N If the Chart Type is Bar chart or Trend line and Show
graph for is Company or a single value range, the value
entered in the N field represents the calendar type and
period selected (eg. halves or fiscal halves). It limits the
number of prior periods being reported on (0-12).

If Show graph for is a range of criteria, the value
entered in the N field represents the criteria type (eg.
customer, territory, salesperson, item, etc.). It limits the
Top or Bottom number of items being reported (1-12)
for the type selected (eg. only the Top 12 items).

You may enter a value between '1' and '12' in the N
field.

NOTE: If All N is actively selected, the N field is inactive.

Adding Charts
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Field Description

Discard other This field is not active (i.e. checked) if Show graph for is
Company or for a single value range.

Turn this option on, if the Select type is Top N or
Bottom N and you don't want those items that do not
meet the N criteria to be reported on the chart as Other.

NOTE: When All N is used and the dataset has more than
six salespersons or territories, etc., even though Discard other
appears turned on, it is disabled. The top five customers or
salespersons, etc. will be reported on the graph. This prevents
more than five items being reported and the resulting chart
becoming too cluttered and difficult to read.

Adding Charts
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One of the main features of Softrak SalesAnalysis is the ability to create analytical
reports based on your sales data. You can use the Standard Reports included with
SalesAnalysis to help with your data analysis, or you can create Custom Reports
using Crystal Reports for Adagio (available separately).

In addition to the sales data reports, you will find two additional reports on the
Reports menu:

• Archived File Properties

• Company Profile

We will discuss these and the standard and custom reports in this chapter. But first,
we’ll look at your report options.

You can also print out sales statistics data and online inquiry
results, but that functionality is included not on the Reports menu
but on the Statistics menu, and so will be discussed in Chapter 5,
Working with Inquiries, and Chapter 6, Working with Statistics.
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Report Features

Adagio SalesAnalysis includes a Report Options function within User Preferences
that gives you control over how data is formatted on your reports, what information
is included, and how you want the report to look, etc.. Please refer to the online Help
documentation of your Adagio Fundamentals manual for information on your User
Preferences

Report Printer
If you frequently intend to print your Adagio SalesAnalysis reports to a printer other
than your system’s default printer, you may wish to set that print in the File |
Workstation Options function. This will save you having to re-set the printer (using
the Setup button on the print windows) every time that you print a report.

To do this, select Workstation Options from the File menu. The following window
appears:

In the Report Printer area, click the Specific radio button and then select the printer
you wish to use for your reports from the drop-down list to the right. The
drop-down list displays all installed printers on your system.

Click OK when you’re finished, to save the selection.

Report Features
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Printing Reports

The procedure for printing reports is virtually the same with each one:

1) Select the report name from the Reports menu; or, if printing a Standard Report
or a Custom Report, select the appropriate option on the Reports menu and then
select the report name from the fly-out menu that appears.

2) In the print window that appears for the report, set your report options.

• If the report includes some range options, such as the Archived File
Properties report, set those options.

• Indicate your Destination Options:

• If you select the printer, you can see the printer that will be used in the
Printer field below. If you need to edit the printer, click the Setup button.

• If you opt to print to screen, this is the same is clicking the Preview
button. It shows the report on the screen, as it would appear if you printed
a hard copy. The Preview mode also allows you to drill-down on the
report data, if you selected the Show group tree in preview checkbox in
the Report Options function (described earlier). You can use the group
tree to quickly find customer or item codes in a report preview.

• If you print to file, when you click Print you will need to select the
preferred file Format in a field that appears to the right, where your
options are to export to Microsoft Excel or Word, HTML, or an ASCII text
format. Then, enter a name for the file in the Print file field that appears
below. You can use the browse button to select a drive, directory and file
name for the print file.

3) Add a report Comment if desired, by clicking the Comment button.

4) Click Preview to view the report on screen before printing the hard copy; or,

5) Click Print to proceed with printing the report.

The following discussions of the reports included in Adagio SalesAnalysis will only
provide information on the purpose and specific features of that report. Otherwise,
simply follow the above steps to print your reports.

Printing Reports
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General Reports

The following reports don’t deal specifically with your sales data, but provide
general information about either your archive files or your Company Profile.

Archived File Properties Report
This report prints out information on the archive file(s) you specify, such as the date
ranges for the transactions included in the archive file. It can be useful in identifying
the contents of an archive file for restoration, for example. (See the section on
Chapter 3 on the Archive/Restore/Purge Data function, beginning on page 3-55, for
more information on archiving and restoring files.)

This report includes range fields which allow you to specify which archived file(s)
you wish to print.

In the Archived files SRWA???? Starting and Ending fields, enter the number(s) for
the archived file(s) you wish to print.

Archive files are saved with a prefix of SRWA, followed by a four-digit number
according to the archive file number. For example, if the archive file number is 1, the
file name will be SRWA0001 with your data extension (such as .sam for sample
data). If you don’t know the number(s) of the file(s) you wish to include on the report
for certain, you can look in your data directory to see the numbers for the files you’ve
archived.

To print only one file on the report, enter the same file number in both the Starting
and the Ending fields; or enter a range of file numbers to include the archive
properties for multiple files.

General Reports
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Company Profile Report
This report simply prints the information contained in your Company Profile. It may
be useful to retain a hard copy of this information for reference.

General Reports
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Standard Reports

The reports on the Standard Reports sub-menu are reports that are of common
interest in analyzing sales data. We’ll list the reports and their purposes, and you can
decide which reports would be valuable for you.

In addition to the steps discussed in the Printing Reports section, beginning on page
4-79, your standard reports may include the following fields:

Field Description

Report as of Select the date for the report. The report will use this
date as the end-of-period date, and include transactions
for the period that has been defined for the report. For
example, on YTD reports, if you enter 6/30/2003 here,
all transactions from July 1, 2002 to June 30 of 2003 will
be included on the report. On MTD reports, if you
entered 6/30/2003 here, the report will include
transactions from 6/1/2003 through 6/30/2003 instead.

Range fields Use the Starting and Ending fields here to narrow the
range of data to be included on the report. For instance,
if there are Customer starting and ending fields for a
report, your options are:

� To include all customers, accept the defaults.

� To include only one customer, enter the same
customer number in both fields using the Finder.

� To select a different range of customers, use the
Finders to the right of each field.

The range fields presented will be different for different
reports; for example, the Item 12 Month Summary
report naturally uses Item range fields. The principle for
selecting your data ranges, however, remains the same
for each report.

Standard Reports
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Field Description

N This field is present on the Top N reports. It allows you
to select the number of top customers, items, or
salespeople you wish to include on the report.

For example, for the Top N Customer YTD Sales
report, if you enter 10 here, the list will include your top
10 customers in overall sales.

The reports included on the Standard Reports fly-out menu are:

Customer by Category YTD Sales Report
This report will print the year-to-date sales by customer, according to item category,
in a table format.

Customer 12 Month Summary Report
This report will print a total of each customer’s sales in a 12-month period, and will
include subtotals for all customers in each of those 12 periods.

Customer Item MTD Sales Report
This report will summarize the items that each customer has purchased in a
one-month period, along with a subtotal of all sales for each customer.

Customer Item MTD/YTD Sales Report
This report will summarize the items that each customer has purchased in the past
year, separated into columns for each month, along with a subtotal of all sales for
each customer.

Customer Summary MTD/YTD Sales Report
This report will summarize customer sales, separated into columns for each month,
and broken down into two columns for each period: one for amount and one for
profit. Unlike the Customer Item MTD/YTD Sales report, it does not include the
actual items purchased by the customers, however.

Standard Reports
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Customer Quarter Report
This report prints the sales for a single quarter for the selected customers, separated
by month, and then sub-totaled. It also provides a comparison between this quarter’s
sales and the preceding quarter’s sales for each customer.

Item 12 Month Summary Report
This report will print a total of the sales for each item in a 12-month period, and will
include subtotals for all items in each of those 12 periods.

Item Customer MTD/YTD Sales Report
This report will summarize the sales for each item in the past year, including a list of
customers that have purchased those items and separated into columns for each
month, along with a subtotal of all sales for each item.

Item Summary MTD/YTD Sales Report
This report will summarize item sales, separated into columns for each month, and
broken down into two columns for each period: one for amount and one for profit.
Unlike the Item Customer MTD/YTD Sales report, it does not include a list of the
actual customers who purchased the items, however.

Item Quarter Report
This report prints the sales for a single quarter for the selected items, separated by
month, and then sub-totaled. It also provides a comparison between this quarter’s
sales and the preceding quarter’s sales for each item.

Salesperson 12 Month Summary Report
This report will print a total of each salesperson’s sales in a 12-month period, and
will include subtotals for all salespeople in each of those 12 periods.

Salesperson Quarter
This report prints the sales for a single quarter for the selected salespeople, separated
by month, and then sub-totaled. It also provides a comparison between this quarter’s
sales and the preceding quarter’s sales for each salesperson. Click anywhere in the
screen sample below for more information on the fields and buttons presented to you
here.

Standard Reports
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Salesperson Item MTD Sales Report
This report will summarize the items that each salesperson has sold in a one-month
period, along with a subtotal of all sales for each salesperson.

Salesperson Summary MTD/YTD Sales Report
This report will summarize sales for each salesperson, separated into columns for
each month, and broken down into two columns for each period: one for amount and
one for profit.

Territory Item YTD Sales Report
This report will summarize the sales for each territory, by item, for the past year.

Territory Summary MTD/YTD Sales Report
This report will summarize sales for each territory, separated into columns for each
month, and broken down into two columns for each period: one for amount and one
for profit.

Today’s Sales Report
This report will summarize the current day’s sales, providing the following
information for each transaction:

• Document number

• Customer name and number

• Item number

• Item description

• Quantity sold (or returned)

• Amount
• Profit (loss)

Top N Customer YTD Sales Report
This report will list the total dollar amount of sales for the top n customers, where n
is a user-defined value, such as 10 to list the top 10 customers.

This report lists the top customers in descending order and provides a bar graph of
their sales.

Standard Reports
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Top N Item YTD Sales Report
This report will list the total dollar amount of sales for the top-selling n items, where
n is a user-defined value, such as 10 to list the top 10 items.

This report lists the top items in descending order and provides a bar graph of their
sales.

Top N Salespeople YTD Sales Report
This report will list the total dollar amount of sales for the top n salespeople, where n
is a user-defined value, such as 10 to list the top 10 salespeople.

This report lists the top salespeople in descending order and provides a bar graph of
their sales.

Standard Reports
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Custom Reports

Users of Crystal Reports for Adagio can create custom reports and have them appear
on the Reports menu in Adagio SalesAnalysis. This allows you to print, preview and
export custom reports without needing to run Crystal Reports. This saves you from
having to start Crystal Reports, find the desired report, and use the Set Location or
Verify database functions if the report is printed for multiple companies.

For more information on setting up Adagio SalesAnalysis to use custom reports, and
on printing those reports once created and placed in the appropriate directory, please
see your Adagio Fundamentals manual.

This feature is only available if a copy of Crystal Reports for
Adagio is installed.

Custom Reports
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Adagio SalesAnalysis includes several different inquiry functions which allow you to
look up information about sales transactions, customers, or items quickly. This
chapter will explain how to use each of these inquiry functions:

• Working with Online Inquiries

• Exporting Online Inquiries

• Importing Online Inquiries

• Customer Inquiries

• Item Inquiries

• Charts
• Adagio GridView
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Online Inquiries

This function is at the heart of Adagio SalesAnalysis, providing you with a very
complete way to view sales transaction information in different ways, and to view
transaction detail information and so forth.

In the following sections, we’ll explain how to limit some users from accessing more
confidential sales information, if needed; and how to use the function.

Security and Online Inquiries
The Adagio Fundamentals manual discusses security issues: assigning users to certain
groups, and then restricting their access to particular program functions or data. For
complete information on using security in SalesAnalysis, refer to the online Help
documentation or your Adagio Fundamentals manual.

However, one specific security issue should be pointed as we discuss the Online
Inquiry interface in Adagio SalesAnalysis.

There are some types of information that you may not want all users to see while
they are viewing sales transaction data in the Online Inquiry mode. Using the Edit
Group function, you can restrict users from viewing cost, margin and profit
information. To do this, select Group Setup from the File menu. Once in the Group
Setup window, open an existing group or create a new one, and then expand the
Options tree. Again, please refer to the online Help for more information.

Online Inquiries
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Working with Online Inquiries
To conduct an online inquiry, select Online Inquiry from the Inquiries menu. The
following window appears:

T
he Online Inquiry function uses “templates” as tools for you to use to indicate what
data should be included with the different types of inquiries you regularly conduct.
The above window lists any templates that have been created and saved with this
Adagio SalesAnalysis database. Using the buttons to the right, you can create a new
template, or select a template in the list and then edit, rename, copy, or delete it.

Adagio SalesAnalysis includes several different inquiry templates for common types
of sales inquiries. You may find it easiest to work with these, or to copy and modify
them to better suit your needs. Or, you can create them from scratch, which we will
discuss in a moment.

Once an online inquiry has been created, you can view it, print it as a report, or
export the data to Microsoft Excel. The following sections will first discuss how to
work with the templates for the online inquiries, and then will explain how to work
in the View mode, or to print or export the data.

Online Inquiries
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If you have enabled fractional quantities for your items in Adagio
Inventory’s company profile, Online Inquiry will display quantities
with your chosen number of decimals, and will display the margin
with two decimals.

Templates Overview
Templates are used so that you can save your settings for standard inquiry functions.
For example, if you commonly do inquiries to check the year-to-date sales of items,
you can create a template which specifies the line types and fields to be included in
the inquiry function, along with any range preferences (such as specific ranges of
item numbers). When you save that template with all of those settings, you can then
re-use it over and over, changing only the report date as needed.

Creating a New Template
1) When you want to create a new template, click the New button from the main

Online Inquiry Template List window. You will be prompted for a template
name (template code):

Once you have entered a name for the template, click OK to proceed.

Online Inquiries
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2) The Edit Online Inquiry Template window appears:

This window contains two tabs, which allow you to set your inquiry preferences.
You will have to move between these two tabs to completely set up your inquiry,
as the options and data on each tab influence each other.

The first tab, Report/Selection Options, includes the following fields and
options for your inquiry:

Field Description

Report date Use this field to set the date for the report. This is the
date that Adagio SalesAnalysis will work backwards
from when determining which data should be included
on the report. By default, SalesAnalysis will use the date
you entered when you logged in to the database.

Online Inquiries
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Field Description

Select invoice
status

Use this field to indicate which types of invoices you
want to have included on the report. For example, if
you only want YTD data on items on paid invoices,
because unpaid invoices are more subject to returned
items, then you could select Paid here. You can also
choose Unpaid, or include all types of invoices by
choosing All.

NOTE: To update the invoice status for retrieved invoices
which may have been subsequently marked as “paid” in the
originating module (such as Adagio Receivables), run the
“Set Invoice Paid Indicator” function. See Chapter 7 for more
information on this and other utilities.

Select line type Indicate the line type for the transactions you wish to
include on the inquiry report. Your options are to
include All line types, or one or a combination of Item,
Tax, or Miscellaneous charges.

You may wish to report on only Item lines if the tax and
miscellaneous charge data is not directly relevant to
your inquiry.

Show sort order
and ranges

Turn this checkbox on if, when printing your inquiry
(see Printing the Inquiry, 5-111 for more information),
you want the sort order and any field ranges you set (on
the Select Fields tab, discussed in the next step) to be
printed in the report’s header.

You will usually want to include this information on the
printed inquiry for the sake of clarity, so that anyone
looking at the print-out in the future will know exactly
what the report includes and how the data was sorted.

NOTE: This is a default only; you can change this option on
the fly when you actually print the report.

Online Inquiries
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Field Description

Blank zeroes on
summary report

Turn this checkbox on if, when printing your inquiry
(see Printing the Inquiry, 5-111 for more information),
you want any zero amounts to be blanked out on the
printed report.

This field only applies to summary reports. If you select
Detail as your report format, zeroes will be displayed
regardless of your selection here.

Default Report
Style

Select the type of report you wish to print. This affects
how the data is presented. Your options are:

� Standard, which provides a text-only report;

� Bar chart,

� 3D Riser, or

� Pie chart.

The report style you select here will only affect the
printed version of the online inquiry; it will not affect
the way the data is displayed in the View mode of the
inquiry. See the section on Printing the Inquiry,
beginning on page 5-111 for more information.

NOTE: This is a default only; you can change this option on
the fly when you actually print the report.

Chart Options: The fields in the Chart Options section, described in detail
in the rows below, apply to graphical report styles, as set in the Default
Report Style field above. If you have selected Bar Chart, 3D Riser, or Pie
Chart as your report style, you can modify the Chart Options fields to
specify how you want the report data to be selected and summarized for
the chart.

You cannot modify this section until you have added some fields to the
inquiry definition in the Select Fields tab. See step #3 for more information
on working with this tab.

The Chart Options you select will only affect the printed version of the
online inquiry; it will not affect the way the data is displayed in the View
mode of the inquiry. See the section on Printing the Inquiry, beginning on
page 5-111 for more information.

NOTE: The following options are defaults only; you can change them on the fly
when you actually print the report.

Online Inquiries
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Field Description

Select fields to
summarize

Use this field to indicate the amount or quantity field
that you want the report to summarize for you. The
fields available in this drop-down box will depend on
the fields you’ve chosen for this inquiry in the Select
Fields tab.

{Field name}:
Selection Type /
N

Using the fields you’ve chosen for this inquiry in the
Select Fields tab, Adagio SalesAnalysis will take up to
three summarized fields in the field list and allow you
to narrow the chart’s data based on those fields.

In the Selection Type drop-down box for each selected
field, you can choose to have the chart display all
records for that field (such as all customers) by choosing
the Select all option; or you can choose the Top N or
Bottom N values for that field. For instance, if you
wanted to report on the top 10 customers in terms of
profit, you could choose Top N here and enter 10 in the
next field. Or if you wanted to see the five
worst-performing salespersons in terms of overall sales,
you could select Bottom N here and enter 5 in the N
field to the right.

{Field name}:
Discard Other

Turn this checkbox on if you are using the Top N or
Bottom N selection type for this field, and you wish to
exclude all other records from the printed report.

If you don’t turn this checkbox on, any records that fall
outside of the Top N or Bottom N range will appear on
the report chart under the category of “Others”.
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Field Description

Standard Summary Report Options: The fields in this section, described in
detail in the rows below, will vary, depending on how many summary
fields you’ve opted to include on the inquiry in the Select Fields tab. Once
you’ve chosen your fields in the Select Fields tab, you must use that tab to
indicate which fields you wish to use as summary fields. The number of
summary fields selected will change the options in this section of the
Report/Selection Options tab. Because of these factors, you cannot modify
this section until you have added some fields to the inquiry definition in the
Select Fields tab. See step #3 for more information on working with this
tab.

The report options you select here will only affect the printed version of the
online inquiry; it will not affect the way the data is displayed in the View
mode of the inquiry. See the section on Printing the Inquiry, beginning on
page 5-111 for more information.

NOTE: The following options are defaults only; you can change them on the fly
when you actually print the report.

Options when ONE summary field is selected on the Select Fields tab: The options
here relate to the field you chose to summarize by on the Select Fields tab. For
example, if you chose to summarize by Customer on the Select Fields tab, then
your options below will be based on the Customer records.

Select field to
summarize

Use this field to indicate the amount or quantity field
that you want the report to summarize for each record
type you selected on the Select Fields tab.

For example, if you chose to summarize by Customer
on the Select Fields tab, then chose to display the “top
N” (i.e. top 5) customers in the fields below, the report
would look at the data for the field selected here as the
criteria for choosing the top or bottom N customers.

If you choose to display all customers in the Selection
Type field below (by choosing Select all), then the field
you choose here will not impact the report in any way
and can therefore be ignored.

Online Inquiries
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Field Description

Selection Type /
N

These options allow you to narrow the chart’s data
based on the combination of the summary field you
chose on the Select Fields tab, and based also on the
Select field to summarize field you chose above.

In the Selection Type drop-down box, you can choose
to have the report display all records for the chosen
summary field (as set on the Select Fields tab) by
choosing the Select all option; or you can choose the
Top N or Bottom N values for that field. For instance, if
you wanted to report on the top 10 customers in terms
of profit, you could choose Top N here and enter 10 in
the next field. Or if you were summarizing the report on
the salesperson (as set on the Select Fields tab) and you
wanted to see the five worst-performing salespersons in
terms of overall sales, you could select Bottom N here
and enter 5 in the N field to the right.

Options when TWO summary fields are selected on the Select Fields tab:
Complete these fields for each of the summary fields presented here., up to a
maximum of three, where the last summary field is not displayed.

{Field name}:
Show subtotals

If you wish to have the printed report show subtotals
for each specified summarized field (such as for each
customer, if you’ve opted to summarize by Customer
on the Select Fields tab), then turn this option on.

To omit subtotals from the report, turn this option off.
Only the first three summarized fields will appear here,
and the last summarized field does not appear.

{Field name}:
Page Break on
Change of

If you wish to have the printed report start fresh on a
new page for each of the records for the specified field
names (such as for each customer, if you’ve opted to
summarize by Customer on the Select Fields tab), then
turn this option on.

To omit page breaks and have each customer appear
one after the other on the report, leave this option off.
Only the first three summarized fields will appear here,
and the last summarized field does not appear.
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When you are finished modifying the fields on this tab, click on the Select Fields
tab.

3) The second tab on the Edit Online Inquiry Template window is the Select
Fields tab. This is the tab you will use to indicate which fields should be
included on the inquiry, and what the properties of the included fields should
be.

In the top portion of this window, you can select the fields you want included in
the inquiry by clicking a field in the Available Fields list to select it, and then
clicking on the right arrow. This will move the chosen field onto the Selected
Fields list to the right. You can also remove fields from the Selected Fields list
via the left arrow.

Fields can be reordered by the up and down arrows to the right of the left of the
Selected Fields box. To move a field up or down in the list, to change the order
in which it will appear on the Online Inquiry or in the printed report for the
inquiry, select that field in the list by clicking it once, and then click the up or
down arrow to move it to the desired position.

The first few fields in the list are important, as they are usually the
fields that SalesAnalysis will use as the basis for the summary field
on printed graphical report formats. If you are creating a template
from which you will want to print graphical reports, be sure to
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include the field(s) that are important for summary purposes at the
top of the list.

Note that at the top of the Selected Fields list, two report width values are
provided. The first is the width of the summary report, and the second is the
width of the detail report. These values indicate the total number of characters,
along with the spaces that Adagio SalesAnalysis will print on the report, so that
you can see how wide the report will be, and therefore can tell whether it will fit
on one page or will be broken across two pages. The width shown here won’t
affect View mode, but you may wish to consider it if you need to print the
inquiry.

The remaining options on this screen can be modified for each field in the
Selected Fields list. To modify a field in the list, you must click it first to select it,
and then look at the Field Properties section to modify it for the inquiry/report
as desired. The field property options presented will depend on the type of field
you select in the list. The following table outlines first the general options that
apply to all or most fields; and then explains options that are specific to
particular fields (such as quantity and amount fields).

Field Description

General Options: The following field properties apply to most field types.
Exceptions will be noted.

Field title By default, this field displays the name of the field as it
appears in the database; however, you can change this
for the inquiry. For instance, if you wanted to shorten
the Customer name field title to simply read “Name”,
you could modify it here. It would then be listed only as
“Name” on the column headings in the View mode of
the inquiry and on the printed report.

NOTE: Date fields and flagged fields like the “Paid” field do
not have field titles.

If you modify the title of a field, your new title will
replace the default in the Field name column of the
Selected Fields list.
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Field Description

Length Each field in the database has a default length, which is
displayed to the right of the Field Properties heading.
For example, the Customer name field is 30 characters
wide in the database. However, you can modify the
length of the field here, by specifying a shorter field
width. You may want to do this if you’re trying to fit
more data on the report, for example, and don’t need all
30 characters of the customer name in order to identify
them quickly on the report.

Starting range /
Ending range

Use these fields to limit the range of the report, to only
records that fall within the specified range.

In the case of text fields, you may wish to use wildcards
here. For example, to include all customers whose
customer name begins with the letters A - M, you could
enter A* in the first field and M* in the second field.

For non-text, indexed fields, you can often use the
Finder to select the starting and ending records. You
can also use wildcards in the range fields.

NOTE: Ranges are not used for date fields and flagged fields
like the “Paid” field.

As you modify the ranges for a field (or select the
greater than, less than, or equal to 0 values for the
quantity or amount fields), your range choices will
appear in the Starting and Ending columns of the
Selected Fields list. This will help you when you are
coming back to the inquiry in the future and want to
quickly see what ranges have previously been set
without having to click on the individual field names.
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Field Description

Summarize by Turn this field on if you want SalesAnalysis to use this
field as one of the fields to summarize the printed
report by. For example, if you wish to summarize cost
and profit data by salesperson and territory, you would
flag those as Summarize by fields. The printed report
will include summary values for those fields. If you flag
only one field as your Summarize by field, then you
can use that field to limit the report to the Top N or
Bottom N records. If you flag multiple fields, then you
can ask that the report provide subtotals on each of the
Summarize by fields.

Once your Summarize by fields are flagged here, the
subtotal, page break, and Top N or Bottom N options can
be set on the Report/Selection Options tab, as
described earlier in step 2.

The subtotal, page break, and other options for
Summarize by fields will only be available for the first
three fields flagged as Summarize by fields. If you flag
more than three fields as Summarize by fields, then
only the first three will be used; the remainder will be
ignored. Also, the last field selected as a Summarize by
field in the list will not have subtotal or page break
options.

You should always have at least one field set to
Summarize by. You cannot, however, set more than 24
fields as Summarize by fields.

NOTE: Date fields, quantity and amount fields, and flagged
fields like the “Paid” field cannot be used as “Summarize by”
fields.
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Field Description

Show in summary If you want the selected field to appear in the Summary
View mode or on a printed summary report for the
inquiry, turn this option on; otherwise, leave it off and
the field will not be included.

When this option is turned off, it only affects the
Summary View mode or the summary report; the field
will still appear on the report if you select the Detailed
View mode or report format.

NOTE: If you show a field in the Summary View, but do not
summarize by that field, it will likely display as ****. This is
because there could be two or more different values
summarized to that single row.

Hide Sum. Print This option relates to the printed version of the Online
Inquiry. If you wish to have a certain field appear in the
Summary View mode of the inquiry, but not on the
printed summary report, then you would turn this
option on.

When a field is set to be hidden on the printed
summary report, it will appear with an asterisk beside
its name on the View screen’s column headings.

NOTE: This option is only available after selecting the “Show
in summary” option.

Show in detail This option relates to the printed version of the Online
Inquiry and the Detailed View mode. When this
option is turned on, the selected field will appear on the
Detailed View or report but not on a Summary View
or report. When the option is off, the selected field will
not appear on detailed reports, but may appear on
summary reports, depending on your other selections.

NOTE: If you attempt to turn this option off for a field that
you are subtotaling on, it will be ignored: the field will always
be included in the detailed report format if it has been set to
provide subtotals.
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Field Description

Hide Det. Print This option relates to the printed version of the Online
Inquiry. If you wish to have a certain field appear in the
Detailed View mode of the inquiry and/or on the
printed summary report, but not on the printed detail
report, then you would turn this option on. In detail
reports, the field will be omitted.

NOTE: Quantity and amount fields do not include this
option, as you would generally not wish to omit this
information from a detailed report.

NOTE: You cannot turn this option on for fields that you are
summarizing by.

Item Field Options. In addition to the General Options discussed above,
the following field property applies specifically to item fields.

Item type If your SalesAnalysis database is linked to more than
one module that contains item data (such as Adagio
Inventory and Adagio Invoices), you will see radio
buttons here which allow you to specify which type of
item Finder fields will apply to if you are setting a filter.

Quantity / Amount Field Options. In addition to the General Options
discussed above, the following field properties apply specifically to
quantity and amount fields.
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Field Description

Restrict detail
selection to values

You are given three checkboxes here, which can further
limit the scope of the inquiry. You can include all
quantity or amount values by selecting all three
checkboxes; or, you can restrict the report by clicking
one or more of the checkboxes, as follows:

� < 0 - include all records whose value is less than
zero. (This will include negative dollar amounts and
quantities.) If you’d prefer to have the View and
report omit any negative values, leave this option
off.

� = 0 - include all records whose value is equal to zero.
If you’d prefer to have the report omit any zero
quantity or zero dollar values, leave this option off.

� > 0 - include all records whose value is greater than
zero.

Your selection(s) here will affect both the Summary
View mode and the printed report for the inquiry.

NOTE: If you put the same field twice on an inquiry for
comparative purposes (such as comparing multiple periods for
the same field), all columns must have the same level of detail.
For example, you cannot have one instance of a field set to >0
and another set to no restrictions.

Calendar type Using the Calendar or Fiscal radio buttons, indicate
whether you want SalesAnalysis to use the calendar or
the fiscal year as its basis for calculating the report
dates. Your selection here will affect the date range
options to the left.
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Field Description

Select date range The options presented here will vary, depending on if
you are using the Calendar year; or if you have Adagio
Ledger data present and have selected Fiscal as your
Calendar type to the right.

If you want shorter-term comparisons, such as
comparing a single day’s sales with other single day’s
sales, you always need to select Calendar as your
Calendar type, as those options will only appear for
Calendar years.

Many of the other options are similar, whether you have
Fiscal or Calendar set as your Calendar type. Generally,
you can do things like month-to-date, quarter-to-date,
and year-to-date comparisons, and so forth.
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Field Description

Interval When you select a date range from the options to the
left, you can then further specify a period for the report
by asking Adagio SalesAnalysis to jump back in time by
a specified number of periods. For example, if you
selected month-to-date (MTD) as the report interval, but
wished to view last month’s data rather than this
month’s, you could enter 1 here (to indicate one period
ago), and SalesAnalysis would include the data from
the previous month on the report instead of the current
month’s.

Usually, you will only want to modify the interval if
you want to create an inquiry that compares data from
multiple periods. For instance, if you wanted to create
an inquiry that would compare the sales quantities for
the past three months, you would include the Quantity
field on the Selected Fields list three times. Then, for
each of the three Quantity fields you would set the date
interval as MTD. Next, for the first Quantity field you
would set the Interval field to 0, for the second you
would put it at 1, and for the third you would set it to 2.
This way, you would have three months worth of data,
in three separate columns.

Important note:: Except in the case of including multiple
columns of the same field for different periods, for comparative
purposes, you will not often want to edit this field. If you
modify this value for ONE quantity or amount field, you
should do it for ALL; otherwise, the data presented on the
report will not make sense as the time periods represented for
each quantity/amount field will be different.
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Field Description

Starting range /
Ending ranges

Unless you chose Specific dates in the radio button
options to the left, these fields are for your information
only and cannot be edited. They simply display the
starting and ending dates for the report period you’ve
specified, based on your selections in both the Report
date and period radio button sections. The values here
allow you to confirm that the primary dates that you
wish to use are correct. Also if you modify your
Interval, you can see the effect of the interval change on
the dates here. If they are not, you will need to go back
and edit the Report date and/or select a different
period.

If you select Specific dates and have selected Calendar
as the year type, you can choose your own dates using
the Calendar buttons to the right of these date range
fields. However, this is not generally advisable unless
you are doing it temporarily and will not be savings the
specific date settings. This is because if you set numeric
fields to specific dates, and the rest of the report’s data
is using relative fields (based on the Report date), in
future uses of this report those dates might not match
up and the inquiry will return unmatching data.

4) After you have modified the Select Fields tab, you may need to go back and
make changes to the Report/Selection Options tab, due to your selection of
summary fields and so on. Once you have confirmed that everything on both
tabs is correct, click OK to save the template.

Once a template has been created and saved you can either view the data
on-screen (page5-109), print a report from it (page 5-111), or export the data to
Microsoft Excel (page 5-115). The following sections discuss each of these
options.
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Using the Templates

Viewing the Inquiry
Once you have created an inquiry template, you can view the data repeatedly. The
inquiry’s data will always be up-to-date based on the Report date you choose. To do
so, follow these steps:

1) Select Online Inquiry from the Inquiries menu.

2) From the list of inquiry templates that appears, choose the template you wish to
view by clicking it once to select it.

• You may view the inquiry directly by clicking the View button to the right. In
this case, skip to step 5 now.

• If you want to change any settings (such as the Report date), you may edit the
inquiry template first by clicking the Edit button instead. In this case, proceed
to step 3.

3) The Report date for an inquiry will always default to the session date you
entered when you started up Adagio SalesAnalysis. If you don’t need to change
that date, proceed to the next step. If you do need to modify the date, click on the
Report/Selection Options tab and modify the Report date field as needed.

4) Usually you will not need to modify anything on the template before using it; if
you do, make those changes now. When you’re ready to view the data, click the
View button.

5) The inquiry will appear in the Summary View mode:
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If you show a field in the Summary View, but do not summarize by that field, it
will likely display as ****. This is because there could be two or more different
values summarized to that single row.

You can use the horizontal and vertical scroll bars to scroll through the data
presented.

Totals for all quantity and amount fields will appear at the top of the window,
beneath the field name, for quick reference. (This allows you to see the total
without having to scroll to the bottom to view this information.)

6) From this window, you can also view the details of each line of the original
inquiry. The Details window will show different pieces of data, depending on
what kind of data the inquiry is presenting.

For example, if the inquiry is a customer inquiry that presents the items sold by
category, then each line of the original inquiry will be a summary of all records
for items in the each category for that customer. By double-clicking on any one of
these lines, then SalesAnalysis will break up that line by looking at each
transaction that contained items in the specified category. Then you will get the
following data:

• transaction date for each transaction that included items in that category,

• document number with its prefix (indicating document type, such as I for
invoice or C for credit note) for each transaction,

• quantity, amount, cost, and margin for each transaction.

As discussed in the section earlier on “Security and Online
Inquiries” beginning on page 5-90, cost and margin information
may be displayed as zeroes if the user is restricted from viewing
that information. In this case, you will receive a warning to that
effect before the data is displayed in the View window.
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From the Details window, you can use the Previous and Next buttons to scroll
through the various lines in the original inquiry window, or you can Close the
Details view when you’re finished.

7) To print or export the data from the View window, read the following sections.
To close the View window, click Close. If you viewed the inquiry from within
the template (rather than from the template list only), click OK to close the
template itself.

Printing the Inquiry
If you wish to print a report from the inquiry, follow steps 1-5 in the Viewing the
Inquiry section above, beginning on page 5-109.

As discussed in the section on Creating a New Template earlier (see page 5-92), there
are many template options that specifically affect the printed report. If you need to
review those options before printing, please do so now.

When you’re ready, click Print. The Print Online Inquiry window appears:

Some of the options here are the same as those options you set when you originally
created the template; this window just gives you the chance to change them for this
single printing of the report, rather than changing the template options themselves.
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The options include:

Field Description

Show sort order
and ranges

Turn this checkbox on if you want the sort order and
any field ranges you set (on the Select Fields tab of the
template) to be printed in the report’s header.

You will usually want to include this information on the
printed inquiry for the sake of clarity, so that anyone
looking at the print-out in the future will know exactly
what the report includes and how the data was sorted.

Report Style Select the type of report you wish to print. This affects
how the data is presented. Your options are:

� Standard, which provides a text-only report;

� Bar chart,

� 3D Riser, or

� Pie chart.

Standard Report
Format

The radio buttons here will only be available if you
selected Standard in the Report Style field above. If
you are printing a Standard report, you can indicate
whether you want a Detail (All) report or a Summary
report; or, if you are printing from the Detailed View
mode, you can also print a Detail (Selected) report.

� The Detail (All) report style prints detailed
information for all details selected in the inquiry.

� The Detail (Selected) report prints only data for
those records in the Detailed View mode that you
were in when you selected the Print button.

� Finally, the Summary style excludes all Show in
detail data (as indicated in the individual field
properties of the Selected Fields tab of the inquiry
template).

Due to the differences in the data that is included on the
report styles, the layout is also different.

Standard Summary Report Options: The fields in this section, described in
detail in the rows below, will vary, depending on how many summary
fields you’ve opted to include on the inquiry in the Select Fields tab of the
template.
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Field Description

Options when ONE summary field is selected on the Select Fields tab: The options
here relate to the field you chose to summarize by on the Select Fields tab. For
example, if you chose to summarize by Customer on the Select Fields tab, then
your options below will be based on the Customer records.

Select field to
summarize

Use this field to indicate the amount or quantity field
that you want the report to summarize for each record
type you selected on the Select Fields tab.

For example, if you chose to summarize by Customer
on the Select Fields tab, then chose to display the “top
N” (i.e. top 5) customers in the fields below, the report
would look at the data for the field selected here as the
criteria for choosing the top or bottom N customers.

If you choose to display all customers in the Selection
Type field below (by choosing Select all), then the field
you choose here will not impact the report in any way
and can therefore be ignored.

Selection Type /
N

These options allow you to narrow the chart’s data
based on the combination of the summary field you
chose on the Select Fields tab, and based also on the
Select field to summarize field you chose above.

In the Selection Type drop-down box, you can choose
to have the report display all records for the chosen
summary field (as set on the Select Fields tab) by
choosing the Select all option; or you can choose the
Top N or Bottom N values for that field. For instance, if
you wanted to report on the top 10 customers in terms
of profit, you could choose Top N here and enter 10 in
the next field. Or if you were summarizing the report on
the salesperson (as set on the Select Fields tab) and you
wanted to see the five worst-performing salespersons in
terms of overall sales, you could select Bottom N here
and enter 5 in the N field to the right.

Options when TWO summary fields are selected on the Select Fields tab:
Complete these fields for each of the summary fields presented here. up to a
maximum of three, where the last summary field is not displayed.
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Field Description

{Field name}:
Show Subtotals

If you wish to have the report show subtotals for each
specified summarized field (such as for each customer,
if you’ve opted to summarize by Customer on the
Select Fields tab), then turn this option on.

To omit subtotals from the report, turn this option off.
Only the first three summarized fields will appear here,
and the last summarized field does not appear.

{Field name}:
Page Break

If you wish to have the report start fresh on a new page
for each of the records for the specified field names
(such as for each customer, if you’ve opted to
summarize by Customer on the Select Fields tab), then
turn this option on.

To omit page breaks and have each customer appear
one after the other on the report, leave this option off.
To omit subtotals from the report, turn this option off.
Only the first three summarized fields will appear here,
and the last summarized field does not appear.

Chart Options: The fields in the Chart Options section, described in detail
in the rows below, apply to graphical report styles, as set in the Default
Report Style field above. If you have selected Bar Chart, 3D Riser, or Pie
Chart as your report style, you can modify the Chart Options fields to
specify how you want the report data to be selected and summarized for
the chart.

Select fields to
summarize

Use this field to indicate the amount or quantity field
that you want the report to summarize for you. The
fields available in this drop-down box will depend on
the fields you chose for this inquiry in the Select Fields
tab of the template.
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Field Description

{Field name}:
Selection Type /
N

Using the fields you chose for this inquiry in the Select
Fields tab of the template, Adagio SalesAnalysis will
take up to three indexed fields in the field list (fields
such as customer number, but not customer name, or
item number but not item description) and allow you to
narrow the chart’s data based on those fields.

In the Selection Type drop-down box for each selected
field, you can choose to have the chart display all
records for that field (such as all customers) by choosing
the Select all option; or you can choose the Top N or
Bottom N values for that field. For instance, if you
wanted to report on the top 10 customers in terms of
profit, you could choose Top N here and enter 10 in the
next field. Or if you wanted to see the five
worst-performing salespersons in terms of overall sales,
you could select Bottom N here and enter 5 in the N
field to the right.

{Field name}:
Discard other

Turn this checkbox on if you are using the Top N or
Bottom N selection type for this field, and you wish to
exclude all other records from the printed report.

If you don’t turn this checkbox on, any records that fall
outside of the Top N or Bottom N range will appear on
the report chart under the category of “Others”.

Other general information about report printing, such as setting the destination
options or adding report comments, can be found in chapter 4 on Working with
Reports. Specifically, the section on Printing Reports may contain useful information;
see page 4-79.

Exporting the Inquiry Data
When you are in the Summary View mode (see Viewing the Inquiry earlier, starting on
page 5-109), you can export the data to Microsoft® Excel from either the main inquiry
window itself or the line detail window.

When you are in either window, you will see a small ExcelDirect button:

When you click the ExcelDirect button, Adagio SalesAnalysis will launch Microsoft
Excel and the data will be written to the spreadsheet with the default file name
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book1.xls. You can then save the spreadsheet under the name you wish and then
manipulate this data as you would in any Excel spreadsheet.

You may also print the inquiry report to a file, giving you the options of exporting to
Word, Excel, HTML, or text formats.

Renaming Templates
Templates can be renamed as needed. This may be useful if you find that the original
name you set for the template isn’t descriptive enough, for example.

To rename a template, select Online Inquiry from the Inquiries menu, click the
template you wish to rename once to select it, and then click the Rename button. A
prompt appears:

Enter the new name and click OK. The template will be saved under the new name
on the template list.

Copying Templates
You may occasionally find it useful to copy a template. For instance, if you are
creating two similar templates, you can create one, then copy it and modify the copy
as needed.

To copy a template, select Online Inquiry from the Inquiries menu, click the
template you wish to copy once to select it, and then click the Copy button. A
prompt appears:
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Enter the new name and click OK. A copy of the template will be saved under the
new name on the template list. You can then open the newly-copied template and
modify it as needed.

Deleting Templates
Templates that you no longer use can be deleted. To do so, select Online Inquiry
from the Inquiries menu, click the template you wish to delete once to select it, and
then click the Delete button. A prompt appears:

Click Yes to delete the template and it will be removed from the template list. Or, if
you have selected the wrong template in error and wish to cancel the operation, click
No instead.

Exporting and Importing Templates
If you work with more than one Adagio SalesAnalysis database, you may find it
useful to use the same templates on each database. To do this, you can create
templates in one of your SalesAnalysis databases, export it to a file, and then import
it to another SalesAnalysis database for use there.

The following sections explain how to export and import the online inquiry
templates.
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Exporting Templates
To export an online inquiry template, follow these steps:

1) Select Export from the File menu. From the fly-out menu that appears, choose
the Inquiry Templates option.

2) This list displays all of the inquiry templates you currently have in this database.
You can export one or more templates at a time:

• To export one template, click on it to select it.

• To export multiple contiguous templates, hold down the Shift key and click on
the first template you wish to export, and then click the last template you wish
to export. All templates in between will also be selected.

• To export multiple non-contiguous templates, hold down the Ctrl key and
click each template you wish to export.
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3) Once you have selected the template(s) for exporting, click the Export button.
The following window appears:

The Data path defaults to that of the current database. You can save the export
file to that location and copy it elsewhere later; or, more typically, you will want
to edit the Data path. Either type in the correct path, or click the Browse button
to the right of this field to change the directory and/or path.

In this path selection window, choose the drive and then the directory to which
you wish to export the file. Also, note the Extensions field. Here, you can choose
to export the file with the same extension as you’ve used in the current database;
or you can export it with a .TXT or .CSV extension. Any choice will do, even if
you are importing the file into a database with a different data extension.

When you’re done, click OK to exit the path selection window. You are returned
to the Export Online Inquiry Templates window.

In the File field, note the name of the export file. This is the file name you will
need to retrieve when you use the import function in the other SalesAnalysis
database(s). By default, this file name is SROITPEX.SAM, where .sam is the file
extension used for this database. You will normally not wish to change this file
name unless you are doing multiple exports for some reason. If you don’t change
the name, the import function will automatically look for all files with the name
SROITPEX.* in the drive/directory you select during import, so it will be very
straightforward to locate and import the file.

4) When you’re ready to proceed, click the Export button. The export will be
carried out, and you will be told:
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Click OK to exit the export function. The file is now ready to be imported into
another SalesAnalysis database.

If you have previously exported templates to the same data path,
with the same (i.e. the default) file name, you may receive a
message indicating that the template already exists. To overwrite
the template, click Yes; or to halt the process and change the file
name to something different, click No.

Importing Templates
To import an online inquiry template, follow these steps:

1) Select Import from the File menu. From the fly-out menu that appears, choose
the Inquiry Templates option.

It is important to always back up your data before you import templates, in the
event that you make an error and overwrite a template you didn’t intend to
overwrite, or something similar. To back up your data, select Backup from the
File menu. Please refer to the Adagio Fundamentals manual for more information
using the Backup function.

To import a file, you must indicate the Data path for the file. By default, it will
look to the current database location. If this is not where the import file is
located, click the Browse button.

Select the appropriate drive and directory. Use the Filter field if you wish to
view only files with a particular extension, to make it easier to locate the import
file.

From the Files list, choose the import file. Provided you did not change the
default file name when you exported the template(s) from the other Adagio
SalesAnalysis database, this file name will typically be SROITPEX with the
extension of the originating database, or with a .TXT or .CSV extension.

Double-click on the file in the list to select it. The Import File Selection window
will automatically close, and the path you choose as well as the file name you
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just selected will appear in the fields of the Import Online Inquiry Templates
window.

2) When you’re ready, click Import to proceed.

If the import file contains a template that has the same name as one that is
already listed in this database, you will be told:

Click Yes to overwrite that template, or No to skip the importing of that
particular template.

3) Once all templates in the import file have been imported, you will receive a
message:

Click OK. The import function will close, and the templates you just imported
will be added to the Online Inquiry Templates list. You can now work with them
in this SalesAnalysis database.
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Customer Inquiries

The Customer Inquiry function is identical to the one found in Adagio Receivables.
It provides you with a customer list from your Receivables data and allows you to
view information on each customer. For detailed help with the screens and fields
available within the Customer Inquiry function, please refer to your online Adagio
Receivables help documentation.

To view customer information, select Customer Inquiry from the Inquiries menu.
The Customer list opens, displaying all customers currently in your Receivables
database.

Select the customer whose information you wish to review in the list by clicking it
once; or click the Find button to search for the customer (see page 5-123 for more
information). When you've located the customer, click the View button and the
Customer Inquiry window will open

When you click the View button, you will notice that the subsequent window has
Next and Previous buttons. Click the Next button if you want to view data for the
next customer in the Customer list; or click the Previous button to move backward in
the Customer list.

The fields on each of the Customer file tabs cannot be edited. The Inquiry function is
used only to view customers. If you need to edit a customer, use the Adagio menu to
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open Adagio Receivables and modify your customer information in the Edit |
Customers function there.

Find a Customer
In the event that you cannot locate a particular customer in the Customer List, you
can use the Find feature to search for them. To do this, click the Find button in the
Customer List window, or press F5.

The following dialog box appears:

There are four different ways to search for a customer -- by Customer number,
Customer name, Phone number or Document number (eg. invoice or credit note
document number if known).

To search for a customer, click the Finder button in the relevant field to select the
appropriate information or type it manually.

You can also tell Adagio SalesAnalysis what Action to take when it finds the
customer. It can highlight it in the Customer List or take you into View mode so you
can review the customer data but not edit the file.

If you cannot remember the code for the customer in question, you may need to use
the Smart Finder. To call up the Smart Finder, press F6 within any Finder field.
(Please refer to your online Help documentation or your Adagio Fundamentals manual
for more information on working with the Finder and Smart Finder features.)
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Item Inquiries

The Item Inquiry feature in Adagio SalesAnalysis allows you to view information
about items without being able to edit the information. The function gathers all
information about the selected items and places it in one window – on several tabs –
so that you can quickly find the information you need.

For detailed help with the screens and fields available within the Item and Item
Inquiry with Sales and Costs inquiry functions, please refer to your online Adagio
Inventory help documentation.

The availability and functionality of the Item Inquiry functions depends on the
modules to which you linked Adagio SalesAnalysis when you set up your
SalesAnalysis data.

• If you have linked Adagio SalesAnalysis to Adagio Inventory and Adagio
OrderEntry, you will see Item Inquiry options on the Inquiries menu, and the
Item Inquiry functions will be identical to those found in Adagio Inventory.

• If you have linked Adagio SalesAnalysis to Adagio OrderEntry only, Item
Inquiry functions will be identical to those found in Adagio OrderEntry.

• If you have linked Adagio SalesAnalysis to Adagio Invoices and Adagio
Inventory, Item Inquiry functions will be identical to those found in Adagio
Inventory; however, only Inventory items will be included. In this scenario,
Adagio Invoices items will be excluded from the list, because Adagio Invoices
has no Item Inquiry functionality.

• If you have only linked Adagio SalesAnalysis to Adagio Invoices, the Item
Inquiry functions will be grayed out and cannot be used. This is because
Adagio Invoices has no Item Inquiry functionality. The same applies for IMS
CounterSales.

The Quantity column of the Item List window displays the
quantity sold with either 0 or 2 decimal places, depending on
whether you have enabled fractional quantities in Adagio
Inventory’s company profile or not.

Item Inquiries and Security
When the Item Inquiry functions are active, there are two separate options. The first
is Item Inquiry, which provides a limited view of the item information; it excludes
sales and cost information for the items. The second, Item With Sales and Costs
Inquiry, provides complete item information. These two options are included so that
you can prevent some users from accessing the sales and cost data by assigning them
to a user group that blocks access to that menu function.
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To block access to this function, use the File | Group Setup function. When you’ve
created a new user group or opened an existing one, select the Menu Access tab,
expand the Inquiries menu list, and turn off the Item With Sales and Costs Inquiry
function, so that it no longer has an “x” in the box to the left of that function name.

For more detailed information on group setup and security, see the online Help
documentation or your Adagio Fundamentals manual.

Working with Item Inquiries
As discussed earlier, the Item Inquiry functions vary, depending on the module(s) to
which you have linked Adagio SalesAnalysis. They will either be identical to the
Item Inquiry functions in Adagio Inventory or Adagio OrderEntry. They provide you
with an item list from your Inventory and/or OrderEntry data and allows you to
view information on each item.

To view item information, select either Item Inquiry, which provides general item
information but excludes sales and cost data; or select Item With Sales and Costs
Inquiry, which adds in the sales and cost data to the item information presented.

In either case, when you choose your Item Inquiry function, the Item list opens,
displaying all items currently in your Inventory and/or OrderEntry database.

Item Inquiries
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The Quantity column of the Item List window displays the
quantity sold with either 0 or 2 decimal places, depending on
whether you have enabled fractional quantities in Adagio
Inventory’s company profile or not.

Select the item whose information you wish to review in the list by clicking it once;
then click the View button. The Item Inquiry window opens. In our example below,
we have selected Item Inquiry; sales and cost data does not appear on this item
inquiry window.

You will notice that this window has Next and Previous buttons. Click the Next
button if you want to view data for the next item in the Item list; or click the Previous
button to move backward in the Item list.

The fields on each of the Item file tabs cannot be edited. The Inquiry function is used
only to view items. If you need to edit an item, use the Adagio menu to open Adagio
Inventory or OrderEntry and modify your item information in the Edit | Items
function there.
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Find an Item
In the event that you cannot locate a particular item in the Item List grid, you can use
the Find feature to search for them. To do this, click the Find button in the Item List
window, or click F5.

The following window appears:

There are two different ways to search for a customer — by Item number and by
Item description.

To search for an item, click the Finder button in the relevant field to select the
appropriate information or type it manually.

You can also tell Adagio SalesAnalysis what Action to take when it finds the
customer. It can highlight it in the Item List or take you into View mode so you can
review the item data but not edit the file.

If you cannot remember the code for the item in question, you may need to use the
Smart Finder. To call up the Smart Finder, press F6 within any Finder field. (Refer to
the online Help documentation or your Adagio Fundamentals manual for more
information on working with the Finder and Smart Finder functions.)

Item Inquiries
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Charts

The Inquiries | Charts function is where users run specialized queries that report
results in a graphical format, which may take the form of pie charts, bar charts and
trend lines. The actual queries are defined or set up in the Edit | Charts function
(please refer to page3-68 for detailed information). Once created, users are able to
access the various inquiries and produce up to date charts from the Inquiries Menu.

You may also import and export Charts. Please refer to the online
Help documentation for more information about this.

From the Inquiries menu, select Charts, followed by the name of the chart you wish
to run.

The chart results will display on the screen. These results are based on the Data
Selection Criteria used the last time the chart inquiry was run.

HINT: If you right click on the chart you are previewing, you will be presented with
the following options:

• Maximize - maximizes the chart to full screen, hit ESC to exit.

• Customization dialog - provides seven tabs of options enabling you to change
such things as fonts, colors, the data point style, etc.

• Export dialog - for exporting your graph to an external file type.

• Restore defaults - restores the formatting options (eg. heading color) to the
program defaults.

• Refresh - reads in any changes to the data and, if applicable, uses them in the
chart.

• Change Data Selection - use this to change some of the criteria used to
produce the chart. Although not all fields are active within the Inquiries
function, the Edit | Charts function describes each field.

Updating Charts
Whenever new charts are created or updates have been made to existing charts
within the Edit | Charts function (see page 3-68) or Import, you must run the
Inquiries | Update Charts function. Running the function will add new charts to the
list of available charts in Inquiries | Charts and will update existing charts.

Therefore, if you either:

• do not see the chart you want to use in the Charts list, or
• see progress bar but no chart displays on the screen,

you must run the Inquires | Update Charts function.
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Adagio GridView

Adagio SalesAnalysis is compatible with Adagio GridView (available separately).

The GridView dictionaries are installed when you install Adagio SalesAnalysis.
Users of Adagio GridView 8.0A or higher can create a Workspace in GridView
containing one or more Views and copy the Workspace (.gvs) and Views (.gv) it uses
to \Softrak\SalesAnalysis\Views. This will add views to the Inquiry menu within
SalesAnalysis.

Adagio GridView
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The options on the Statistics menu in Adagio SalesAnalysis allow you to view and
print statistics generated from your sales data, and to clear ranges of statistical data
or rebuild cleared or changed statistical data.

The statistical information that is retained includes the following:

• Net quantity sold

• Net sales amount

• Net taxes

• Net invoice amount

• Cost of sales

• Profit %
• Largest customer/salesperson

And for each document type (invoice or credit note), there is:

• Invoice/credit note count

• Average invoice/credit note

• Largest invoice/credit note
• Smallest invoice/credit note

By selecting a specific report date, you can compare data from certain periods
(individual days, weeks, quarters, and so on) with data from other periods, allowing
you to easily analyze trends and so forth.

We’ll look at each of the three Statistics functions in turn, beginning with the one
you will use most often, the View/Print Statistics function.
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Preferences and Statistics

The online Help documentation discusses setting up individual User Preferences in
detail

However, one specific user preference should be pointed out here as we discuss the
Statistics interface in Adagio SalesAnalysis.

There are some types of information that some users might want to see and some
that others might not want to. Using the User Preferences function, you can select
the fields that you will see. Or, if you are the Adagio system administrator, you can
select the fields that all users not having access to User Preferences themselves will
see.

To restrict fields for a particular user group, select User Preferences from the File
menu then click on the Statistics Field Selection tab.

In this window, select the fields you want to see in the Statistics function by clicking
on them once in the Available Fields section to select them, and then clicking the
right arrow button to add them to the Selected Fields section.

Preferences and Statistics
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You can also re-order fields once they have been added to the Selected Fields list. To
do this, select the field you wish to re-order in the list by clicking it once, and then
click the up or down arrow to move it in the list. The order in which the selected
fields are displayed here be the order in which the fields are displayed in the
Statistics function.

Finally, you can remove fields from the Selected Fields list by clicking them once to
select them and then clicking the left arrow button to remove them. Removed fields
will no longer appear in the Statistics function for this user.

Preferences and Statistics
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Viewing and Printing Statistics

The View/Print Statistics function off the Statistics menu allows you to view and
compare statistics for defined time periods at single or yearly intervals.

With this function, you can compare data from several predefined periods, such as
today’s data or this week’s data, with other periods of the same length at single or
yearly intervals. You can compare the data as reported in the statistics results grid
and can optionally chart a selected row of data from the grid.

If you have no statistical information on file, you will get a message indicating that.
This will usually only happen if you are a new user and have not retrieved any data,
or if you have cleared all of your statistical data. If the latter occurred by accident,
you may wish to restore your data from a backup to get the statistical data back.

If you have enabled fractional quantities for your items in Adagio
Inventory’s company profile, the View Statistics function will
display the net quantity sold with either 0 or 2 decimal places.
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Working with the View/Print Statistics Window
When you select this option, the following window appears:

There are two options in the Company Profile that affect the way
that the statistical information is displayed in the above window.
For more information on the options described below, see the
section on ‘Editing the Company Profile‘ beginning on page 2-17.

• Using the Company Profile “View Statistics date format” field,
you can change the way that the dates in the grid (on the ‘Date
starting’ and ‘Ending’ rows) appear by editing your Company
Profile.

• Using the Company Profile “Week starts on” field, you can
change the day of the week that is used for the start of new
weeks. For example, if you want your weeks to run from Monday
- Sunday, you would need to set Monday as your week’s start
date in the Company Profile.

• The date in the Chart Title reflects the date of the right-most
column in the data grid.

Viewing and Printing Statistics
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The statistical data is displayed in the large grid at the bottom of the window. You
can use the fields and options at the top of the window to display different data, for
different intervals of periods. The following table explains how to change the
displayed data:

Field Description

Interval Use the options here to indicate whether you wish to
compare data in Single or Yearly intervals.

If you select Single, the statistics grid will display a
column for the selected report period, and then the
comparison columns surrounding that date will be
separated by the same interval. For example, if you
select This month as your period and select Single as
the Interval type, then the far-right column on the grid
will display this month’s data based on the Report date
you indicate, with the columns to the left on the grid
displaying the previous month’s data, the data from
two months ago, three months ago, and so on. To
illustrate: if you choose December 31, 2007 as your
Report date, the grid will display December, 2007 data
in the far-right column, November, 2007 data in the next
column to the left, then October, 2007 data next, and so
on.

However, if you select This month as your period and
select Yearly as the Interval type, then the far-right
column will still display this month’s data, but the
columns on the left will display the data for the same
month in preceding years. To illustrate: if you choose
December 31, 2007 as your Report date, the grid will
display December, 2007 data in the far-right column,
December, 2006 data in the next column, December,
2005 next, and so on.

NOTE: You can use the right and left arrows to scroll beyond
the initially-displayed columns.
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Field Description

Calendar type This field will only appear if Adagio SalesAnalysis finds
Ledger data in your dataset.

You can select one of two options here: Calendar or
Fiscal. If you use the calendar year, your “to date”
options, such as “year to date”, “month to date”, and so
forth, will be based on the calendar year. If you select
the Fiscal year, they will instead be based on the fiscal
year as you’ve set it up in Adagio Ledger. This is an
important distinction if your fiscal year does not match
your calendar year.

NOTE: Your selection here will affect the options in the
period radio buttons below. If your fiscal year doesn’t match
the calendar year, but you want to view single day, week, or
two-week, or four-week comparisons of your data, you should
select Calendar. Otherwise, for longer-term comparisons,
you should select Fiscal.

Calculation type You can view your statistical data in one of three ways:

� by Amount, which displays actual dollar values and
quantities for each time period;

� by Change, which displays actual dollar values and
quantities for the Report date period, but for all
other displayed periods will calculate the difference
between the values in the Report date period and
the comparative period, with negative values
highlighted in red; or

� by Percent. This is similar to Change, but instead of
calculating actual quantity or dollar value
differences, it instead calculates and displays the
change from period to period in terms of
percentages.

Viewing and Printing Statistics
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Field Description

Report date This field is very important, as it sets the date that will
be used for the main column of data to which all other
comparisons will occur. This field defaults to the date
of the most currently retrieved sales data.

For example, if you want to look at December, 2007 data
in comparison to sales in preceding years in December,
you would need to enter a December, 2007 date (such as
Dec. 31st if you wanted a full month-to-date
comparison) in this field.

When you set the date here, and then the period using
the radio buttons below, the main report period that is
used for comparison will be highlighted in blue in the
grid below, so you can easily see which column is your
report date.

Period The options presented here will change if you have
Ledger data present and have selected Fiscal as your
Calendar type.

If you want shorter-term comparisons, such as
comparing a single day’s sales with other single day’s
sales, you always need to select Calendar as your
Calendar type, as those options will only appear for
Calendar years.

Many of the other options are similar, whether you have
Fiscal or Calendar set as your Calendar type. Generally,
you can do things like month-to-date, quarter-to-date,
and year-to-date comparisons, and so forth.

NOTE: If you choose Specific dates as your period type, the
statistics will only display in yearly intervals.
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Field Description

Starting range /
Ending range

Unless you chose Specific dates in the radio button
options above, these fields are for your information only
and cannot be edited. They display the starting and
ending dates for the report period you’ve specified,
based on your selections in both the Report date and
period radio button sections. The values here allow you
to confirm that the primary dates that you wish to use
in your comparisons are correct. If they are not, you will
need to go back and edit the Report date and/or select
a different period.

If you select Specific dates, you can choose your own
dates using the Calendar buttons to the right of these
date range fields.

Lock right column Click this checkbox on if you want the main period
you’ve set for comparison (again using the Report date
and period radio buttons) to remain in a locked
position. This would allow you to scroll through the
columns (using the left and right arrow buttons), easily
comparing the data in your report period with other
periods without having the main report period’s data
disappear from the view.

When you turn this option on, your right column is
highlighted in yellow, indicating that it’s locked. Then,
as you begin scrolling through the columns, you may
see a duplicate of that column highlighted in blue, as
the main report period column typically is.

NOTE: The left/right scroll buttons become inactive if there
are no columns that contain information in a particular
direction. This prevents you from scrolling into the future, for
example, where all values will be zero.

Left/right arrows You can use the right and left arrows to scroll beyond
the initially-displayed columns.

These scroll buttons become inactive if there are no
columns that contain information in a particular
direction. This prevents you from scrolling into the
future, for example, where all values will be zero.
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Field Description

Show/Hide Chart This button acts as a toggle between Show Chart and
Hide Chart.

Click Show Chart to display a chart of the results
highlighted in the Statistics Data Grid. Click Hide
Chart to remove the chart from the display.

Chart Type Select the type of chart to display - a bar chart or a trend
line.

Some of your settings in the above window will be remembered
from one session to the next for each user. This means that if you
log in with the same user ID for a future session, it will retain your
last statistics preferences for the following fields. This makes it
easier when quickly viewing statistics data, to see exactly the data
you wish to see. The fields that are remembered are:
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• Calculation type

• Date option

• Starting and ending date ranges if you selected "Specific dates" as your date
option

• Interval option

Examples
Because the statistics function provides many different options, it may be useful to
view a couple of different examples of setting your report date, interval, and period
properly to get at the data you wish to view and compare.

Example #1:
In the following screen sample, we’ve set up our criteria such that we are comparing:

• data in one-month increments by setting MTD as our period and Single as
our Interval type, and

• using September 30, 1999 as the Report date.

Note that if we had selected a different date in September, such as September 15th,
keeping MTD as the period type, the columns would only display data from the 1st
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to the 15th of each month. If you wanted a full month’s data in each column, you
would need to either change the period type to This month or change the Report
date to the end of the month.

Example #2
In the following screen sample, we’ve set up our criteria such that we are comparing:

• data in one-month blocks by setting MTD as our period,

• but with Yearly as our Interval type so that you’re comparing the same
month’s data with data from the same month in other years, and

• using September 30, 1999 as the Report date.
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Printing Sales Statistics
When you have set your comparative criteria up on the main View/Print Statistics
window above (such as setting the Report date, Interval, and period), you can then
print the statistical data using those criteria, by clicking the Print button.

When you click Print, the following window appears:

The Print Statistics function includes several options which give you a lot of control
over the statistical report that will be produced, from report style to level of report
detail, and so forth.
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The following table describes the options you are given for your report:

Field Description

Periods/Columns
to print

Use this field to enter the number of columns you wish
to include on the report. The report will work
backwards, including the number of columns you
specify as they appeared on the View/Print Statistics
grid to the left of the main report period column.

For example, if you’re doing a month-to-date report
with the Interval set to Single, you might want all
months for the preceding year to be included, so you
may wish to enter 12 here.

To the right of this field, you will see the date of the last
column that will appear on the report. (For instance, if
your report is an MTD report with Single as the
Interval type and your Report date is September 30,
2003, the date here would display the starting date for
the main report period, which would be September 1st
rather than September 30th.)

If the date displayed isn’t what you expected, you may
need to go back to the report and modify your Report
date or period selection.

NOTE: For standard reports, there is no maximum allowable
number of periods to include on the report; however, for chart
reports, there is a maximum of 20 allowable periods.

Report Style Select the type of report you wish to print. This affects
how the data is presented. Your options are:

� Standard, which provides a text-only report;

� Line chart,

� Pie chart, or

� Bar chart.
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Field Description

Standard Report
Format

The radio buttons here will only be available if you
selected Standard in the Report Style field above. If
you are printing a Standard report, you can indicate
whether you want a Detailed report or a Summary
report.

The Detailed report style includes smallest and largest
information for invoices and credit notes, while the
Summary style excludes that information. Due to the
differences in the data that is included on the two report
styles, the layout is also different.

Calculation Type As with the Summary View mode, you can print your
statistical data in one of three ways:

� by Amount, which prints actual dollar values and
quantities for each time period;

� by Change, which prints actual dollar values and
quantities for the Report date period, but for all
other printed periods will calculate the difference
between the values in the Report date period and
the comparative period, with negative values
highlighted in red; or

� by Percent. This is similar to Change, but instead of
calculating actual quantity or dollar value
differences, it instead calculates and prints the
change from period to period in terms of
percentages.

Show Chart
Amounts

If you selected any of the three chart types in the Report
Style field (Line chart, Pie chart, or Bar chart), this
section will become active. You must select one or more
fields to include on the report.

Due to the nature of the charts, you can only select one
field for Pie charts and Bar charts. For Line charts, you
can select multiple fields.

Choose the field(s) you wish to chart by clicking once in
the checkbox beside them to select them.

NOTE: You can only include a maximum of 20 periods on all
chart reports.
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Once you’ve set the above options, you can preview the report or change the print
destination (see the information beginning on page 4-79 for details on these
functions) or add a comment (see page 4-78) as with any other report.

Click Print when you’re ready to proceed.

The resulting report will indicate your data selection information at the top, along
with your selected options; then the data will be printed in the Report Style you
selected. The main report period’s data will be highlighted on all Standard reports.
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Clearing Sales Statistics

You may want to clear old data out of the statistics file periodically. This may be
necessary if you are working with a large database or if you want to edit your
database.

Clearing the statistics file does not delete records from the
transaction file; it only affects the values on the Statistics function.
That is, you can still view, edit, and report on those records; but the
statistics data will be cleared out and those records will no longer
be included in the statistical reporting.

When you choose Clear Sales Statistics from the Statistics menu, the following
window appears:

It is advisable to back up your data before you clear statistics, in the event that you
make an error and wish to restore the cleared statistical data. To back up your data,
select Backup from the File menu. Please refer to the Adagio Fundamentals manual for
more information using the Backup function.
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In the Selection range fields, choose the range of dates for the statistical data you
wish to purge. When you’re ready, click Clear. The data will be purged from the
statistics file, and then you will be told:

Click OK. Adagio SalesAnalysis will close the Clear Sales Statistics function.

If you cleared sales statistics and decided at a later time that you
want to view and print statistical information from that purged
period, you can rebuild your statistics to restore that information.
(This assumes, of course, that the transactions from that time
period have not also been purged from your database using the
Archive/Purge/Restore function.)
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Rebuilding Sales Statistics

Occasionally, you will need to rebuild your sales statistics. While the statistics file
gets updated automatically when you retrieve or scan data, there are times when you
will need to manually rebuild the statistics file, such as:

• When you’ve cleared sales statistics and wish to rebuild the statistics from the
previously cleared time period.

• When you’ve purged data using the Archive/Purge/Restore Sales Data
function and want to remove the statistical information for the purged data
from your statistics function as well.

• When you’ve restored data using the Archive/Purge/Restore Sales Data
function and want to add the restored data’s statistics back in to the statistical
data file.

To rebuild your statistics, select Rebuild Sales Statistics from the Statistics menu.
The following window appears:

It is important to always back up your data before you rebuild statistics, in the event
that you make an error or experience a problem during the rebuild process. To back
up your data, select Backup from the File menu. Please refer to the Adagio
Fundamentals manual for more information using the Backup function.
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In the Selection range fields, choose the range of dates for the transactions whose
statistical data you wish to rebuild. When you’re ready, click Rebuild. The data will
be rebuilt, and then you will be told:

Click OK. Adagio SalesAnalysis will close the Rebuild Sales Statistics function and
you can now work with the statistics for the date ranges you added in the View/Print
Sales Statistics function.
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Adagio SalesAnalysis includes a few different utilities whose primary purposes is to
allow for easy global modification of data. These are all available off the Utilities
menu, and we will discuss each one in turn.

Changing Selected Sales Data

The Change Selected Sales Data function allows you to make global changes to your
data, such as changing the salesperson for a group of customers or changing item
numbers. You may wish to do this when you make changes to your Accounts
Receivable salesperson codes, or when you modify IC or Invoices item codes, for
example, and want to modify the historical sales data so that it is in keeping with
these changes. This may make it easier to make appropriate comparisons of the data,
for instance.
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To use this function:

1) Back up your SalesAnalysis data using the Backup option on the File menu. (If
you need assistance, the Backup feature is discussed fully in the Adagio
Fundamentals manual.)

2) Choose Change Selected Sales Data from the Utilities menu. The following
window appears:

Note the backup reminder: if you have not backed up your data yet, please close
this window and back up your data now. This function makes database-wide
changes that cannot be reversed, so you should retain a backup copy of your
database in case you make any errors while using this function and need to
restore the data.
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3) Use the fields in this window to indicate the changes you want to make to the
database. The following table describes your options:

Field Description

Change salesperson
from/to

If you want to change a particular salesperson code to
another salesperson for selected customers and/or
categories, in the first field enter the code of the
salesperson you wish to change. Then, in the second
field, enter the code for the new salesperson.

For example, if you want to reassign all of Rachel
Doyle’s customers to a new salesperson, Carl Hillar,
then you would select Rachel Doyle’s salesperson
code, RD, in the first field and enter the new
salesperson’s code, CH, in the second field.

If you don’t wish to make any salesperson changes,
use the default ? symbol in both the starting and
ending fields. When Adagio SalesAnalysis sees the ?
symbol, it will ignore those fields when it makes the
other indicated changes in the fields below.

for customers /
for categories

Use these range fields to indicate which customer files
and/or categories should be affected by the specified
salesperson change above. For instance, If you want
all customers assigned to a particular salesperson to
be reassigned, accept the defaults (blank in the
starting field, zzzzzz in the ending field). If you want
only one customer to be reassigned to the specified
salesperson, enter that customer’s code in both the
starting and ending fields.

If you are not modifying the salesperson at all and
have specified that by entering the ? symbol in the
from/to fields above, accept the defaults. Adagio
SalesAnalysis will ignore whatever you put in these
fields in any case.
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Field Description

Change territory
from/to

If you want to change a particular territory code to
another territory for selected customers, in the first
field enter the code of the territory you wish to
change. Then, in the second field, enter the code for
the new territory.

If you don’t wish to make any territory changes, use
the default ? symbol in both the starting and ending
fields. When Adagio SalesAnalysis sees the ? symbol,
it will ignore those fields when it makes the other
indicated changes.

for customers Use these range fields to indicate which customer files
should be affected by the specified territory change
above.

If you are not modifying the salesperson at all and
have specified that by entering the ? symbol in the
from/to fields above, accept the defaults. Adagio
SalesAnalysis will ignore whatever you put in these
fields in any case.

Change category
from/to

If you want to change a particular category code for
items in your inventory to another category, in the
first field enter the code of the category you wish to
change. Then, in the second field, enter the code for
the new category you wish to use.

If you don’t wish to make any category changes, use
the default ? symbol in both the starting and ending
fields. When Adagio SalesAnalysis sees the ? symbol,
it will ignore those fields when it makes the other
indicated changes.

For line type The following Change from/to field will vary,
depending on what you select here.

If you want to change item numbers throughout your
SalesAnalysis database, you would select Item here,
and then the fields below would be Change item
from/to fields, allowing you to make changes to item
numbers. Or, you could make changes to your Tax
lines or Miscellaneous charges by selecting those line
types instead.
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Field Description

Item format This field only appears if you’ve selected Item in the
Line type field to the left.

If you are retrieving item information from more than
one source, such as from Adagio Inventory and
Adagio Invoices, then you will have the option to
select which item format should be used in the
change. For example, if you changed some item codes
in Adagio Invoices, you would select QI here. This
would then allow you to select item numbers from
your Adagio Invoices data in the following fields.

Change item
to/from

or

Change tax line
from/to

or

Change misc.
from/to

These fields will vary, depending on the Line type yo
selected above.

If you chose Item as your Line type, for example, and
you want to change a particular item number to
another item number, then in the first field you would
enter the item number for the item you wish to
change; and in the second field, you would enter the
item number for the new item you wish to use.

The same rules apply if you are changing tax lines or
miscellaneous charges codes.

If you don’t wish to make any changes here, use the
default ? symbol in both the starting and ending
fields. When Adagio SalesAnalysis sees the ? symbol,
it will ignore those fields when it makes the other
indicated changes.

Changing Selected Sales Data
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4) When you’re ready to proceed with the changes you’ve indicated, click the
Change button. SalesAnalysis will go through the database, making the changes
and indicating how many records have been changed and how many have been
unaffected by your selected changes. When the process is complete, it will tell
you:

If no transactions were affected by your specified changes, you will
instead receive a message indicating that no changes were made.

5) Click OK to exit this function.

Changing Selected Sales Data
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Updating Item Description File

The Update Item Description File function updates the item descriptions in
SalesAnalysis to match current data from Adagio Invoices or Adagio Inventory items
or alternate price list items. Currency code, Item number, Price list, Item source, and
Item description are all updated by this option. If changes have been made to those
fields in either Adagio Invoices or Adagio Inventory, this function should be run to
ensure the Adagio SalesAnalysis database is current. This information may be seen
within online inquiries, reports, import functions.

This function is inactive if the 'Use desc. in SRTRANS' option is
turned on in the Company Profile, Options tab (see page 2-19 for
more information).

To use this function:

1) Back up your SalesAnalysis data using the Backup option on the File menu. (If
you need assistance, the Backup feature is discussed fully in the Adagio
Fundamentals manual.)

2) Select Update Item Description File from the Utilities menu. The following
window appears:

Note the backup reminder: if you have not backed up your data yet, please close
this window and back up your data now. This function makes database-wide
changes that cannot be reversed, so you should retain a backup copy of your

Updating Item Description File
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database in case you make any errors while using this function and need to
restore the data.

3) Use the checkboxes to indicate which item files have been changed. If you’ve
made changes to the IC Item Master, for example, make sure that checkbox is
turned on. When the update occurs, SalesAnalysis will look at each of the
checked item files and update the SalesAnalysis transaction data with the
modifications found in those item files.

4) When you’re ready to proceed, click Update. Progress bars will appear in
succession for each item file you selected, and then you will be told:

5) Click OK to exit this function.

Updating Item Description File
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Update Desc. from OrderEntry

The Update Desc. from OrderEntry function updates the item descriptions seen in
SalesAnalysis to match item descriptions on details within Adagio OrderEntry
documents. If companies regularly edit item descriptions within Adagio OrderEntry
document details, this function should be run to ensure the Adagio SalesAnalysis
database is current.

If companies regularly edit item descriptions within Adagio
OrderEntry document details, this function should be run after
converting to SalesAnalysis 9.0A or higher to ensure the Adagio
SalesAnalysis database is current. Thereafter, the Retrieve Sales
Data function (see Chapter 3) will update the SalesAnalysis
transactions for newly retrieved documents.

Adagio SalesAnalysis supports the first 40 characters of item description. This
information may be seen within online inquiries, reports, import and edit sales data
functions.

This function is only active if the Use desc. in SRTRANS option is
turned on in the Company Profile, Options tab (see page 2-19).

To use this function, back up your SalesAnalysis data using the Backup option on the
File menu.

Update Desc. from OrderEntry
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Select Update Item Desc. from OrderEntry from the Utilities menu. The following
window appears:

Note the backup reminder. If you have not backed up your data yet, please close this
window and back up your data now. This function makes database-wide changes
that cannot be reversed, so you should retain a backup copy of your database in case
you make any errors while using this function and need to restore the data.

Select a range of customers whose item detail descriptions you wish to scan into
Adagio SalesAnalysis from the selected module. You can select all customers by
accepting the default blank customer number in the Starting field and the zzzzzz
customer number in the Ending field, or you can use the Finder button to call up the
list of Adagio Receivables customers and select your starting and ending customers
from there.

Select a date range for the transactions you wish to scan. To scan in all transactions
for the selected customer range, leave the Starting field blank and enter the current
date in the Ending field.

For OrderEntry scans, this extra option appears. It allows you to specify exactly
what documents are to be scanned -- Current or Historical data, or Both.

Turn the Scan misc. charges checkbox on if you want Adagio SalesAnalysis to scan
miscellaneous charge lines in documents and update miscellaneous charges
descriptions accordingly.

When you’re ready to proceed, click Scan. Progress bars will appear in succession for
each item file you selected, and then you will be told the function is complete.

Update Desc. from OrderEntry
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Update Desc. from Invoices

The Update Desc. from Invoices function updates the item descriptions seen in
SalesAnalysis to match item descriptions on details within Adagio Invoices
documents in history.

If companies regularly edit item descriptions within Adagio
Invoices documents, this function should be run after converting to
SalesAnalysis 9.0A or higher to ensure the Adagio SalesAnalysis
database is current. Thereafter, the Retrieve Sales Data function
(see Chapter 3) will update the SalesAnalysis transactions for
newly retrieved documents.

Adagio SalesAnalysis supports the first 40 characters of item description. This
information may be seen within online inquiries, reports, import and edit sales data
functions.

This function is only active if the Use desc. in SRTRANS option is
turned on in the Company Profile, Options tab (see page 2-19).

To use this function, back up your SalesAnalysis data using the Backup option on the
File menu.

Update Desc. from Invoices
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Select Update Item Desc. from Invoices from the Utilities menu. The following
window appears:

Note the backup reminder. If you have not backed up your data yet, please close this
window and back up your data now. This function makes database-wide changes
that cannot be reversed, so you should retain a backup copy of your database in case
you make any errors while using this function and need to restore the data.

Select a range of customers whose item detail descriptions you wish to scan into
Adagio SalesAnalysis from the selected module. You can select all customers by
accepting the default blank customer number in the Starting field and the zzzzzz
customer number in the Ending field, or you can use the Finder button to call up the
list of Adagio Receivables customers and select your starting and ending customers
from there.

Select a date range for the transactions you wish to scan. To scan in all transactions
for the selected customer range, leave the Starting field blank and enter the current
date in the Ending field.

Turn the Scan misc. charges checkbox on if you want Adagio SalesAnalysis to scan
miscellaneous charge lines on the Totals tab in documents and update miscellaneous
charges descriptions accordingly.

When you’re ready to proceed, click Scan. Progress bars will appear in succession for
each item file you selected, and then you will be told the function is complete.

Update Desc. from Invoices
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Setting Invoice Paid Indicator

The Set Invoice Paid Indicator function scans information from Adagio Receivables
and sets the indicator in Adagio SalesAnalysis to show which invoices have been
paid. Invoices are marked as paid if their “Current Amount” is zero in Adagio
Receivables or cannot be located (for example, if the invoices have been purged).

To use this function:

1) Back up your SalesAnalysis data using the Backup option on the File menu. (If
you need assistance, the Backup feature is discussed fully in the Adagio
Fundamentals manual.)

2) Select Set Invoice Paid Indicator from the Utilities menu. The following
window appears:

Note the backup reminder: if you have not backed up your data yet, please close
this window and back up your data now. This function makes database-wide
changes that cannot be reversed, so you should retain a backup copy of your
database in case you make any errors while using this function and need to
restore the data.

Setting Invoice Paid Indicator
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3) Set your preferences for updating the invoice paid indicators in the fields
presented in this window. The following table discusses your options:

Field Description

Starting date SalesAnalysis will process all of the sales data from
the start date you enter here to the current date. For
example, if you usually run this function on a monthly
basis on the last day of the month, you may need to
enter the first day of the month here.

This field refers specifically to the date of the
Invoice/Credit Note documents to be processed, not
the date the invoice was paid.

Select invoices to
process

You have the option to process All invoices, or to
limit the processing to those invoices that are Unpaid
only.

Choosing Unpaid only will cause SalesAnalysis to
look only at those invoices that have not already been
previously flagged as paid. You may sometimes want
to choose All, however, because there may be
occasions where an invoice was accidentally set to
paid and later reversed in Receivables.

Using A/R
transaction files

Here, you can choose to look at Current or Historical
A/R transaction files to find the paid invoices; or you
can select Both.

4) When you’re ready to scan the Receivables data, click Update. SalesAnalysis will
process the sales data according to your preferences, and information about the
process will be displayed on the screen.

If you have any open batches in Receivables at the time that you run this option,
SalesAnalysis will not allow you to run this function. It will tell you:

Setting Invoice Paid Indicator
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If you receive this message, post your open batches in Receivables and then try
again. Adagio SalesAnalysis will look at both invoice and cash batches when it
processes the data, so both invoice and cash batches must be posted before you
can proceed with this function.

5) When SalesAnalysis has updated the paid invoice flags, it will tell you:

6) Click OK to exit this function.

Setting Invoice Paid Indicator
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All fields stored in the Adagio SalesAnalysis transaction file may be seen using the
Data Dictionary Exporter utility and in GridView.

The following section describes the fields seen in the Online Inquiry function and are
not stored in the Adagio SalesAnalysis transaction file. They are either read from
another program or are calculated. The fields are listed in alphabetic order.

Customer Name

The Customer Name for the Customer Code is not maintained in the SalesAnalysis
Transaction File. It is read from Adagio Receivables.

If a customer has been deleted from Adagio Receivables, the Customer Name will
display as ** NOT FOUND ** in the Online Inquiry. You may want to add this
customer back to your Adagio Receivables customer file or edit the SalesAnalysis
data file to enter the new customer number.

Customer Phone

The Phone number for the Customer Code is not maintained in the SalesAnalysis
Transaction File. It is read from Adagio Receivables.

Customer Postal/Zip Code

The Postal Code (ZIP) for the Customer Code is not maintained in the SalesAnalysis
Transaction File. It is read from Adagio Receivables.
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Discount

This percentage field is calculated from the Amount charged to the customer and the
Base Price. It contains the discount which was given to the customer on the sale of
this product. It always displays in Home currency.

Margin %

This percentage is calculated as Profit divided by Amount of Sale. To correctly
calculate Margin, Cost of goods sold must be available. It always displays in Home
currency.

Profit Amount

This dollar value is calculated by subtracting Cost from Amount. It always displays
in Home currency.

STD Unit $$

This amount is calculated by dividing the Base Price by Quantity sold. This
provides a standard unit price for the item. It always displays in Home currency.

Unit Price

This dollar field is calculated by dividing the Amount of the sale by the Quantity
sold. It represents the Unit Price charged for this product on this particular line. It
always displays in Home currency.

MultiCurrency Users
The following fields are not stored in the Adagio SalesAnalysis transaction file. They
are calculated fields and are also seen within the Online Inquiry function:

Source Profit

Source Discount

Src. Std Unit

Src. Unit price
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